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The publication you are about to explore is a result of the joint efforts of the 
Performing Democracy II project’s editorial team to open up the discussion 
about democracy to various contemporary artists, cultural workers, 
and theorists from Serbia, Kosovo, and North Macedonia. As a basis for 
reflections on democracy, we have offered the authors the video material 
created within the project. This video material records the thoughts 
of 129 interlocutors who speak about the challenges of democracy in 
contemporary society.

One of the basic starting points of the project is the question: What do 
we mean when we say democracy? This was the question we asked 
our interlocutors to reflect upon. It was the inspiration for all the invited 
authors whose contributions make up the publication in front of you. In 
his essay, Ivan Djordjević argues that the compromised nature of the 
term democracy, which manifests itself not only in Serbia, but also in 
Europe and the States, imposes on us the need to rethink its concept. 
This process would entail entering a broad dialogue on the issues 
of nationhood, stability, economic growth, and prosperity, on which, 
according to Djordjević, there is an assumed consensus. While looking 
back on Kosovo’s experience over the last thirty years, Teuta Skenderi 
prompts us not to think about democracy as a fixed concept, but rather 
as one that is constantly emerging; a promise that is always in front of 
us. Ivana Hadjievska gives a historical overview of different concepts and 
understandings of democracy. She also outlines the social transformations 
that, since the 18th century, have taken place under the influence of the 
Enlightenment, while pointing to the gradual process of erosion of the 
very idea of the “public”. Hadjievska reminds us of the intrinsic value of the 
struggle for the emancipation of knowledge and the promotion of science, 
as public good. Referring to the statements of our fellow citizens who 
participated in the project, Oktay Pomak summarizes a series of reports on 
freedom and democracy conducted over the last few years which define 
all the countries involved in the project as hybrid regimes. Vesna Madžoski 
argues that democracy is one of the emptiest signifiers of the modern era 
and reminds us of the thoughts of some of the world’s leading thinkers 
gathered in the 2011 publication Democracy in What State? Madžoski also 
points to the creative potential of scandals, as well as the potential of art 
to constantly question democracy’s contradictions. Dafina Halili raises the 
issue of education and information, the availability and quality of both, as 
a prerequisite for democracy. She also polemically addresses a number 
of issues related to the notion of democracy while referring to opinions 
presented within the project. 

Vladimir Jankovski shifts our perspective toward the dynamics of 
movement. He advocates for a man of slowness, arguing that reasoning 
needs time, patience, dedication, and increased attention as opposed 
to the rhythm of screen scrolling. Nenad Jelesijević understands our 
contemporary environment as theater of the absurd. He offers the 
reader an alternative city tour as a way of releasing creative potential 
and unconditional love in order to transform us from passive observers 
to performers; toward direct democracy, which, according to Jelesijević, 
entails the liveliness of its co-creators. Transformation, freedom, and 
continuity of insecurity are only some of the ideas expressed by Nikola 
Madzhirov in his concluding text. Home, according to Madzhirov, should 
not be understood by its spatial and architectural dimensions but rather as 
a shelter of unattainable freedom.
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The publication Performing Democracy II aims to guide its readers through 
various dilemmas and perspectives of contemporary challenges to 
democracy. It also aims to inspire and encourage us to actively reflect, to 
boldly displace our perspectives into the fields of new experiences and, 
we hope, to encourage at least small steps of change within ourselves, 
through art toward active politics.
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“IT AIN’T PLAYING HEADS 
OR TAILS; IT’S TO BE  
OR NOT TO BE?”

IVAN DJORDJEVIĆ

Ivan Djordjević is an anthropologist and Senior Research 
Associate at Institute of Ethnography SASA, Belgrade, 
Serbia. He holds a PhD in cultural anthropology from 
University of Belgrade. His main interests are related to 
the fields of anthropology of sports, political anthropology 
and anthropology of sensitive and marginalized social 
groups. In 2015 he published a book An anthropologist 
among the football fans (Biblioteka XX vek, Belgrade 
2015), focusing on the role of sport in the construction of 
national identities in former Yugoslavia. His recent work is 
mainly focused on health issues related to disadvantaged 
Roma communities in Serbia and neighboring countries. 
He was an inaugural Radulovacki Visiting Scholar in Global 
Health Studies at Northwestern University, Chicago, USA 
(remotely in Spring 2020 and on campus in Spring 2022), 
teaching the course “Health care under socialism and 
postsocialism”.

Translated from Serbian: Vuk Šećerović
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The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 is certainly an event that completely 
changed the political paradigm in Europe and the world. The regimes of 
state socialism in Eastern Europe were falling one after another, following 
the collapse of the once mighty Soviet Union, and new political forces were 
stepping in, promoting liberal democracy and capitalism as a life-saving 
formula that would bring instant prosperity to the peoples and nations of 
the former communist states. 

I belong to the generation that witnessed these tectonic changes in the 
period of our early adolescence, that had to learn the lesson that the short 
spell of our previous life was spent under the yoke of a dark repressive 
regime, and that the beacon of a multi-party system that was appearing 
on the horizon would finally bring us freedom. Tito’s pictures that used 
to hang on classroom walls in my primary school were first subject to 
a bizarre ritual carried out by children known as “let’s chalk Tito”, and 
then, embellished like that, they were put away in some basement and 
substituted by Saint Sava who was, apparently, supposed to be the symbol 
of the new Serbian prosperity. The children, myself included, engaged in 
lively discussions about questions that we had heard at home, debating 
if it was time for “Serbia that was cut in three again undivided to be” and 
pondering over the potential of the country in which we were born.  
We had no idea that soon this country was about to perish in bloodshed 
and our carefree childhood spent in “dark totalitarianism” will give way 
to adolescence and armed conflicts between democratically elected 
governments of the former Yugoslav Republics and the economic collapse 
caused by the so-called “transition”. But everyone agreed about one  
thing: liberal democracy and multi-party system were the inevitable path  
to follow.

In those years, this belief was a consensus of opinions throughout Europe, 
especially in parts that had been on the other side of the Iron Curtain. 
Optimism and faith in prosperity that was to be reached by means of the 
magic formula “democracy + capitalism” were globally characteristic 
of the zeitgeist of the 1990s, probably best summed up in Fukuyama’s 
thesis about the end of history, the end of all conflicts and the advent of 
the society of everlasting welfare based on the fundamental values   of 
liberalism and private property. 

Of course, this optimism was not shared by a vast majority of denizens of 
the former Yugoslavia, given that several bloody wars were fought on its 
territory during 1990s, followed by economic collapse. It would later turn 
out that this exaltation did not result in the promised Western standard 
of living in other places too, since the young economic lions ushered 
in by international institutions such as the World Bank introduced their 
experimental neoliberal reforms, known as “shock therapy”, leaving 
dozens of millions without jobs and security overnight. Thus, in early 
1990s, life expectancy of men in Russia fell below 60 years, while the 
mortality rate among male population in Hungary, which was perceived as 
a country that successfully underwent transition, increased dramatically. 
It turned out that in capitalism not everyone can be a capitalist, and that 
stability in housing and the labor market that characterized the system of 
state socialism no longer existed in the new social order. The new rules 
of the game came at a price, which the citizens, lulled and intoxicated 
with stories about democracy and free market, could not see, so many 
of them had a rude awakening. When things stabilized more or less at 
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the beginning of this century, it became clear that none of the countries 
going through the so-called “transition” will “transit” to reach the standard 
of living enjoyed by Germany and the Netherlands, and that they will all 
remain at the same old political and economic periphery. 

However, in spite of the fact that everyday existence in Serbia in the 1990s 
was far from any optimism and hope for a better future, there were safe 
footholds that, in a way, we can call ideological. Namely, the opponents of 
Milošević’s regime, regardless of their position on the political spectrum, 
pursued their agenda on the assumption that, once the regime is ousted, 
Serbia must be transformed into a truly democratic state based on the rule 
of law and market economy. With a very few exceptions, these issues were 
essentially not a matter of dispute among the opposition at the time. In this 
respect, the political battles of the 1990s, often followed by mass protests, 
always stressed that one of the fundamental demands was to liberate the 
government-controlled media and to reform the electoral system, which 
was designed to favour Slobodan Milošević, the Socialist Party of Serbia 
and its satellites. One of the biggest mass revolts against the regime took 
place in 1996 precisely because of vote rigging on local elections. In this 
context, the 1990s can also be seen as a period of permanent struggle for 
the establishment of democracy, where the vote of each and every citizen 
will be respected, to say the least, and the same rules of the political 
game will apply to everyone. This struggle reached culmination in the fall 
of 2000, when Milošević was finally forced out of power, which can be 
summed up with the phrase repeated so many times that “we want to live 
a normal life in a normal country”. The people who took to the streets in 
those years all over Serbia stood up to defend their right to choose and to 
be free, which perfectly found echo in the unofficial anthem of the October 
5th Revolution, the song “To Live Free” by Djordje Balašević. Democracy 
defined according to the ideal of the developed West had no alternative, 
and the possibility to vote in free elections was seen by many people, 
especially the youth, as the most treasured legacy of the overthrow of 
Milošević’s regime. 

Today, more than twenty years after those events, which are slowly fading 
away in a blur of hypertrophied contents and the intentional suppression 
of memories of the 1990s, the very idea of   mass protests for any reason 
related to the elections seems utterly utopian. The rule of the Serbian 
Progressive Party headed by Aleksandar Vučić, already ten years in power, 
seems to be destined to last forever, while the opposition to this regime 
appears to be apathetic, confused and disorientated. Interest in political 
participation, especially among citizens born in this millennium, seems 
to be at an extremely low level, politicians are perceived as a corrupt 
class and all of them are thought to be the same, while politics as such is 
believed to be either a dirty job unworthy of decent people or a fast-track 
route to get a degree and make a career. 

Sure enough, the autocratic-stabilitocratic rule of Aleksandar Vučić, which 
rests on complete control on all levels of government, repression of media 
and the culture of fear, which implies that elections are always on the verge 
of electoral fraud, has been widely conducive to the current climate in 
Serbia in which political debate hardly exists and the interest in politics 
has reached rock bottom. But let’s ask ourselves here what would happen 
if somehow miraculously media became open and free, and election 
results were not decided in an atmosphere where people fear losing their 
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jobs while four-wheel drive SUVs cruise around full of thugs who have their 
ways to convince people to vote for the much-admired president? Would 
it result in a significant increase of interest in politics? Would it mean that 
citizens would open their ears to hear and start to believe that there is an 
alternative to the ruling regime? What would such alternative approaches 
entail? And, finally, would the majority of people really believe that 
elections, as the bedrock of democracy, as it is traditionally understood, 
are a way for their interests to be respected and their will to be articulated? 
In the media, as well as in the academic literature, one can often read 
and hear that citizens in Serbia have become apathetic and uninterested 
in politics and the political system, and that this trend is particularly 
widespread among young people. This statement is often taken as an 
axiom which is interpreted in different ways, ranging from disappointment 
and broken promises of prosperity that was bound to come in the wake of 
the democratization following the 5th October Overthrow, to the fact that 
all forms of political structures have become usurped by the regime of 
Aleksandar Vučić. In a certain sense, we may say that such interpretations 
are essentially true. All the hopes and the energy that people invested in 
the fight against Milošević’s regime quickly waned in the first decade of 
the new millennium, first after the assassination of Prime Minister Zoran 
Djindjić and then when citizens had to face the fact that, after all, the 
promised rise in the standard of living did not become reality, leaving the 
country – to quote Horvat and Štiks – in the desert of post-socialism1, that 
is, on the European periphery, where countries such as Serbia must be 
structurally located in line with the logic imposed by the ruling neoliberal 
regimes. 

On the other hand, as especially evident in recent years of Vučić’s rule, a 
mechanism has been put in place in Serbia that Fergusson calls the “anti-
politics machine”2. It is a concept which serves to make political issues 
par excellence depoliticized by infusing them with values   that make them 
supra-ideological and, thus, turning them into questions that is neither 
necessary nor appropriate to have any political debates about. Those 
are usually abstract concepts such as nation, stability, economic growth, 
prosperity, future - floating signifiers which are not debatable because 
there is supposedly a consensus of opinions about them. When political 
discourse is largely reduced to these topics alone, the anti-politics 
machine works at full throttle, successfully presenting political issues in a 
new guise of platitudes equally applicable to any place and time that we 
all ostensibly agree about. In this context, the refusal to participate in such 
political climate also means taking a clear political stand and adopting 
political position by refusing consent to be part of the game in which 
one can operate only within the framework of predetermined topics, in a 
schizophrenic ambit in which we refuse to give up on Kosovo and at the 
same time cooperate with NATO, we wish to become part of the EU while 
feeling love for Russia, we hate the LGBTQ+ community but we host the 
Europride, and all in the name of the supreme goal of protecting our lofty 
“national interests”. 

Without any doubt, such interpretations are true, yet they are far from 
explaining all the complex reasons for which Serbian citizens are 
seemingly uninterested in politics, which gives the impression that 
mobilization of people like the one that happened in the 1990s is now 
impossible. It is enough here to mention many grassroots initiatives 
and protests, including mass demonstrations, such as street blockades 

1 Srećko Horvat and Igor Štiks. 
“Welcome to the Desert of Post-
Socialism: Radical Politics after 
Yugoslavia”. London: Verso Press, 
2015.

2 James Ferguson. “The Anti-
Politics Machine: ‘Development’, 
Depoliticization and Bureaucratic 
Power in Lesotho”. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990. 
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organized to stop the potential drilling planned by the mining company 
Rio Tinto on the territory of Serbia. So, the citizens are present, they are 
ready for any kind of action whenever they believe that their action is in 
accordance with their interests. But they are not interested in participating 
in any processes when they deeply feel that their impact would be 
insignificant, and the questions that are raised have nothing to do with the 
problems that really influence their daily lives. But this is not something 
that happens only in Serbia, actually. 

Declining interest in traditional political participation is a trend that can 
be seen almost everywhere, in particular in the countries with so-called 
developed democracies. Citizens’ turnout at elections is decreasing, 
while their preferences are increasingly leaning towards populist parties 
which are markedly anti-establishment oriented. These trends had led 
many authors to conclude that democracy is in deep crisis and that it is 
necessary to take steps with the aim of restabilizing public institutions 
based on the models of classical liberalism. The main problem that arises 
when analyzing this thesis lies in the fact that democracy in the form 
in which it existed, let’s say in the globally golden era of the 1990s, has 
ceased to exist for some time now. 

Let’s briefly go back to a recent past and a place not far from us, that 
is, Greece, in the year 2015. In this country, under pressure of a severe 
economic crisis and imposed austerity measures, citizens decided to 
place their trust in the elections to a broad left-wing movement called 
Syriza, whose representatives rejected not only the “belt-tightening” 
policy but also the entire economic structure based on what is broadly 
defined as neoliberalism. This election result caused tectonic shifts in the 
political arena of Europe, bringing to power for the first time a truly left-
wing movement that openly opposed the economic arrangements that 
were unquestionable not only in Europe but also globally. The enthusiastic 
leaders of Syriza, emboldened by the mass support of citizens, which gave 
their actions legitimacy, soon faced difficult negotiations with international 
partners, in the first place from rich EU countries, such as Germany and 
the Netherlands. The negotiations quickly turned into monologues, while 
the arguments put forward by Alexis Tsipras or Yanis Varoufakis came up 
against a brick wall of the Brussels-based offices-fortresses, and they 
were faced with merciless and at times brutal verdicts of the decision-
makers who have real power in their hands – finance ministers and 
representatives of international financial institutions. It was a strategic 
demonstration of power which made it clear that some questions simply 
cannot be discussed. This relatively short political drama culminated in 
a referendum organized by the Syriza with the aim of giving the citizens 
of Greece the opportunity to choose whether to agree to even harsher 
austerity measures “offered” by the famous Troika, which consisted of 
the European Commission, the International Monetary Fund and the 
European Central Bank. The majority of voters decided not to accept this 
arrangement, and the epilogue was that the Syriza government, trampling 
on the will of the people who voted in the referendum, agreed to all the 
demands and, to be blunt, capitulated. 

Such epilogue made manifest several important things. First of all, it 
became clear that a choice based on two fundamental democratic 
institutions – elections and referendum – can be valid only if it fits into the 
appropriate frameworks prescribed by those in power in the very center 
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of Europe. Secondly, it turned out that, unlike Syriza government, for 
instance, those who are holding real power are actually not representatives 
elected by anyone, but rather individuals and groups that are beyond 
any democratic control, holding a very long stick in their hand, ready 
to strike anyone who dares to question the order they created and 
successfully reproduce. The brute force that prevented any attempt to find 
an alternative was revealed in the symbolic war that was waged in those 
days in Europe, where there were voices in the developed countries from 
the Western and Northern Europe that spoke of the countries that found 
themselves in debt crisis as “garlic countries” and referred to them jointly 
as PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece, Spain). 

No matter if the citizens of Europe are positioned on the left or the 
right side of the political spectrum, it has become clear to them that 
the mainstream politics is no longer based on the most fundamental 
democratic principles, such as respecting the will of the voters, to say 
the least. It has become clear that the levers of power lie elsewhere, out 
of the reach of people who are supposed to participate in the elections 
by casting their votes, whereby a large number of people were pushed 
to embrace political views that either turned them into abstainers or 
made them join political forces that are outspokenly anti-establishment 
oriented. In a very similar way, theatrical politics was played out in the 
USA, country with a long tradition of democracy, where Donald Trump 
won the 2016 elections, becoming probably the first U.S. president who 
repeatedly directly attacked the country whose head of state he was, 
questioning the fundamental principles on which that country is based 
upon, which culminated in outright accusations that the 2020 elections 
were rigged and, to top it all, even an attempted coup. Trump, whose 
clownish figure and often bizarre public appearances seemed surreal, did 
not just suddenly come out of nowhere. When he appeared triumphantly 
in the political arena, it was a consequence of the post-industrial age in 
which vast numbers of American citizens feel abandoned, betrayed and 
fearful, directing their anger against the alienated establishment that was 
the direct target of Trump’s populism. In fact, Trump became a symbol 
for almost half of the American voters who see him as someone who will 
counter the traditional powers that be and articulate their deep distrust in 
democracy and public institutions. 

In this regard, Serbia is no exception to global trends. No matter what 
the results of any elections are, they show that a large number of 
citizens with the right to vote choose not to exercise that right, while a 
significant number of citizens do so under some kind of coercion from 
the ruling party. The catch-phrase “they are all the same”, which can 
be heard very often when talking about political elites, is not (only) a 
reflection of disappointment in the results of the rule of various politicians 
and legislators, widespread, effectively metastasized corruption, and 
objectively poor standard of living. It is also an expression of the profound 
feeling the citizens have that the elections are not an opportunity to 
decide who will be the decision-makers in the society, and that no public 
institution is the place where important decisions that concern people’s 
lives and the society are really made. Political slogans about Kosovo, 
strong Serbia, sovereignty, the European Union or Russia sound more like 
a piece of folklore used to fill the simulacrum of the political space, while 
strategic decisions concerning the country and its political and economic 
course are actually made elsewhere, far from Serbia. This is perhaps best 
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manifested in the public attitude towards a topic of burning importance, 
at least until recently, that is, the pandemic caused by the Covid-19 virus. 
Extremely low rate of vaccination compared to, for instance, Western EU 
members-states, which is below 50% of adult population, is an indication 
that citizens have profound distrust of public institutions. Even in case 
of something that has to do with one’s personal experience, such as an 
infectious disease that can cause serious illnesses and that has already 
claimed many lives in Serbia, it is evident that the public attitude towards 
this disease reflects the way in which people perceive any messages 
communicated by representatives of the institutions deemed to be part of 
the establishment, be it representatives of the government, office for crisis 
management or physicians. This feeling of distrust often leads to irrational 
behavior in reaction to a natural phenomenon such as a virus, which is 
interpreted in light of geopolitical interests and often ends in conspiracy 
theories. This is a consequence of the fact that citizens feel completely 
excluded from the decision-making process practically at all levels of 
their everyday lives, with nothing else to do but to oppose alienated public 
institutions. Therefore, it is not surprising that just about the only way for 
people to successfully mobilize today is by standing up to defend the few 
remaining things that they feel belong to them, that is, the air, rivers and 
trees.

In the meaning attached to this word until recently, democracy has 
become a deeply discredited term, both in Serbia and globally. Its 
traditional pillars, such as elections, have less and less legitimacy, while 
the far-famed People, the Volk, ceased to be the source of that legitimacy. 
Increasingly fragmented societies, which are very difficult to unite with 
formerly romantic and noble ideals and stories about the nation, national 
spirit and so on, are becoming unsuitable and ineffective in environments 
where differences between certain social groups are increasing, especially 
the growing gap between the rich and the poor. That is why it is necessary 
to rethink the concept of democracy, to examine the way in which it is 
performed, and, more than anything else, for whom. The resistance put up 
by a growing number of people who oppose those whose power is derived 
from the traditional form of democracy is a logical reactive counteraction. 
However, such reactivity does not necessarily carry emancipatory 
potential, but rather involves the risk of falling prey to utter entropy and 
destruction, ending up in a world in which man will be even more wolfish 
to another man. That is why it is necessary to once again embrace 
democracy, which is perhaps a bit battered and downgraded, but it is 
still an institution that can give us some hope that the world can become 
a better place. Let’s try to think it anew, to rethink its very foundations 
like justice and equality, and to be ready to fight for it, even if it means 
finding ourselves in the belly of the beast, the unbridled and devastating 
capitalism, full of fire and brimstone. Unless we become outdone by the 
planet, which might remind us that the blazing sun is still far more powerful 
than any fire that humans can ever be able to produce. 
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Teuta Skenderi is a Kosovo Albanian researcher and 
translator based in London. She is currently researching 
the forgotten histories of her community and their role in 
the rescue of Jews in WWII. 

DEMOCRACY 

TEUTA SKENDERI

It’s coming through a hole in the air 
From those nights in Tiananmen Square 
It’s coming from the feel 
That this ain’t exactly real 
Or it’s real, but it ain’t exactly there 
From the war against disorder 
From the sirens night and day 
From the fires of the homeless 
From the ashes of the gay 
Democracy is coming to the USA  

Leonard Cohen, ‘Democracy’
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“This doesn’t mean that ‘democracy to come’ will be simply a future 
democracy correcting or improving the actual conditions of the 
so-called democracies, it means first of all that this democracy we 
dream of is linked in its concept to a promise. The idea of a promise 
is inscribed in the idea of a democracy: equality, freedom, freedom 
of speech, freedom of the press – all these things are inscribed as 
promises within democracy. Democracy is a promise. That is why it is 
a more historical concept of the political – it’s the only concept of a 
regime or a political organization in which history, that is the endless 
process of improvement and perfectibility, is inscribed in the concept. 
So it’s a historical concept through and through, and that is why I call 
it ‘to-come.’”— Jacques Derrida1

The echoes of the Democracy, Freedom, Independence slogan, chanted 
repeatedly by thousands of protesters marching on the streets of Prishtina 
in 1989 and 1990, still occasionally reverberate in my ears, across time and 
space. This is almost always accompanied by the distant memory of the 
smell and taste of teargas, too. My youth was marked by protests, which 
intensified with the various stages of the erosion of my generation’s basic 
human rights and freedoms, culminating in the closure of the University of 
Prishtina for Albanian students in 1990/91.

At the same time, the world was witnessing the unprecedented 
“acceleration of history” across our continent all over again, in real time, as 
the bloodiest century in the history of humanity slowly drew to a close. The 
Berlin Wall fell - its multicoloured pieces pocketed by passers-by, some 
of whom were most probably unaware of the magnitude of the historical 
moment of Peaceful Revolution being witnessed. Communist dictators 
and their pompous bronze statues were subsequently toppled live on our 
television screens. These revolutions, and the violence and conflict that 
followed, were far from peaceful, as my homeland’s violently punctured 
landscape, its cartographies of pain and extinguished family trees, will 
forever bear witness to. 

After the fall of Berlin Wall, the concept of democracy has suddenly 
emerged as a promise. A promise of freedom, equality, a better life. It was 
coming to a town near you, accompanied by the sounds of the song “The 
Wind of Change.” The clamour of rivers of protesters, chanting its name 
with hands raised high, somehow signified the word itself in motion—the 
rule (cratos) of the people (demos) was on the minds of millions of citizens 
behind the falling iron curtain. It created boundless possibilities.

Or so they thought. 

More than three decades have passed since the fall of the Berlin Wall and 
the collapse of communist regimes, and the subsequent introduction of 
democratic institutions, and yet the majority of the newly created Balkan 
states are still considered to be hybrid regimes, tentative democracies in a 
perpetual state of transition. 

The latest Nations in Transit report published by Freedom House in April 
2022 described all Western Balkans countries as hybrid regimes. 
According to this peculiar “points system”, whereby in order to reach 
the status of a somewhat “consolidated democracy” a country needs to 
receive more than four points on a one to seven scale, Serbia continued 

1  Politics and Friendship,  
A Discussion with Jacques 
Derrida, Centre for Modern 
French Thought, University of 
Sussex, 1 December 1997
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the 2020 trend of democratic decline, while Kosovo became the only 
country in the region which has improved its score compared to the last 
year. North Macedonia saw no score changes in 2022. I will never be able 
to understand these scores, how they are calculated and who marks them. 
What I do understand and observe clearly though is that a vast number of 
young people in the Western Balkans specifically, have fewer opportunities 
and disrupted futures as a result. 

Democracy is an ongoing process, and one must be reminded that 
countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom were not 
genuine democracies until very recently. It was only in 1918 that women in 
the UK were given the right to vote, for example, while African Americans in 
the US southern states gained the guaranteed right to vote as late as 1965. 
Thinking of democracy at this moment in time, however, paints a rather 
bleak and pessimistic picture. 

Freedom House’s annual report on global liberties, which was conducted 
in 2021, has shown extremely worrying statistics: the number of “not free 
countries” was the highest it has ever been since a report of this kind was 
conducted for the first time 15 years ago. 

Authoritarianism is on the rise worldwide, and democracy as an institution 
seems to be steadily deteriorating, creating a crisis and voter apathy even 
for the world’s most powerful states. 

As freedom loving citizens, we must endeavour to resist the long legacy 
of Eurocentric exclusionary “us” vs “them” binary oppositions and 
dichotomies, and perpetual politics of “unbelonging”, and rather strive to 
build our common fraternalistic futures, “democracies to come” as mutual 
learning experiences, whereby established democracies could create 
potential for renewal, recovery and regeneration by releasing us from this 
exclusionary “enclave” of lesser Europeanness. 

The Kiosk Performing Democracy project, therefore, couldn’t have been 
timelier and more apt. Citizens from all walks of life – politicians, activists, 
philosophers, educators – participated in the seemingly simple endeavour 
of defining democracy and what it entails in their respective countries and 
communities, but also worldwide. 

What, in my opinion, stood out in most interviews was the importance of 
freedom of expression and citizen mobilisation, but also the entrenched 
disquiet and disillusionment with state apparatuses and institutions. 
Moreover, one has an impression of the feeling of doubt among many 
participants that democracy would even be possible in the 21st century, or 
that it ever truly was, since its very nascent steps in antiquity. 

Not so long ago, most of the interlocutors from Serbia, North Macedonia, 
and Kosovo were a part of one federation, with the former autonomous 
province of Kosovo bearing the biggest brunt of discrimination and blatant 
violation of human rights for decades on end. 

It is hardly surprising, then, that the Kosovo interviews reflected more 
positivity, contentment, and trust in democratization processes, 
institutions, and the ongoing transitioning and post-war state building. 
Considering all historical trajectories and upheavals, Kosovo’s statehood 
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to many is a miracle in itself. Sovereignty and democracy are of course 
inseparable, because the efficacy of rule of democracy relies primarily on 
sovereignty. 

Citizens of Kosovo are experiencing levels of democracy today unseen by 
previous generations, myself included. This feeling is clearly expressed in 
most of the interviews, with lucid awareness of a long and laborious road 
ahead, because democracy and hard-earned freedom must never be 
taken for granted. 

Listening to different ideas and thoughts on democracy from such an array 
of powerful voices was truly illuminating and inspiring, reiterating the fact 
that democracy has played a pivotal role in the story of our civilization for 
millennia. I kept returning to some of the interviews, drawing strength from 
activists and environmentalists especially. All is not lost, I kept thinking. 
Our rivers can indeed be protected when determined women like the 
activists from Stara Planina mountain use their voices and their bodies for 
that matter, so fearlessly and persistently. 

Democracy in action is a timeless legacy for the future generations who 
will inherit our mountains, forests and rivers. 

I was thus reminded of my beloved Derrida’s “democracy to come” 
syntagm (la democratie a venir), one of the most enduring concepts that 
emerged from his later work, most notably in The Politics of Friendship. 
He emphasised the urgency and the necessity of ongoing work and 
engagement in the democratization of our society. Democracy would  
in this manner always “be coming”; it would forever be a promise,  
a boundless possibility and an open potential for future generations  
to come. 

For the citizens of the Western Balkans, however, forever stuck mid-
transition, this promise of democracy adopts a whole new meaning. 
Democracy seems to forever be arriving on these shores, and although it 
might take forever, it is a promise worth waiting for. 
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The German philosopher Walter Benjamin proffered a very interesting 
thesis about the historical awareness of humans. According to him, we 
experience history, we comprehend it, not when we are an actuating part 
of it, of some of its processes, but we understand it as History only in the 
context of some sort of ending, of some “troublesome past”, of some 
culture, something that has been wasted (waste of culture), that is to say, 
we understand it as “inertia of the real”. I believe that an excellent example 
that illustrates Benjamin’s analogy can be traced back to 1989, when an 
American political magazine published the influential article by Francis 
Fukuyama with its interesting title “The End of History?”. According to 
this watershed thesis, the fall of the Berlin Wall, the dissolution of the 
communist regimes and the new appearance of the geopolitical map of 
the world marked the ultimate victory of liberal democracy and the advent 
of a new global order. According to Fukuyama, a liberal post-ideological 
world was emerging because time had already trampled over all obstacles 
on its path. Fukuyama here builds on Hegel, who defined history as a 
linear progression of epochs. The societies’ technological progress 
and their historical resolution of various conflicts among various groups 
allowed humanity to progress from tribal communities, via feudal states, 
to the existing industrial societies. For Marx, this “quest” ended with 
communism. Fukuyama tried to envisage a new destination for humanity: 
the following stop on the road had no progressive temporal dimension 
any longer and the societies of liberal democracy were to become post-
ideological, being regulated by the laws of mechanical capitalism. Today, 
30 years since The End of History and the Last Man was published for the 
first time, I believe that Fukuyama was partly right. Global capitalism needs 
democracy less and less, on one hand, and maintains only an emptied and 
ritualized form of it. While on the other, ideologies have never been more 
alive and their symptoms in culture and in people’s lives in general have 
never been more obscene.

As a historian, acquainted with the details concerning the creation and 
demise of human civilizations of various kinds, and taking into account 
the historical experiences of human catastrophes, I would like to push our 
political imagination a step further. Thus, I could say that the situation at 
the moment resembles the “end” in the literal meaning of the word (end 
game) in which the pandemics, the climate catastrophe, the war in Ukraine 
and the risk of hunger and food shortages have triggered the denouement 
of history as some kind of suspended emergency. What I mean by this 
is that, unlike in the other great and globalized crises that humanity 
experienced in various parts of the world in the past, this time future is 
unreachable and unimaginable (unlike, for instance, in the aftermath of 
the World War One, when futuristic movements emerged, starting from 
different ideological bases, all over Europe; or in the aftermath of World 
War Two, when the ruins of war gave birth to a great national enthusiasm 
that helped rebuild the destroyed countries; or in the nineteen eighties 
when there was a great upsurge in the interest in science fiction in pop 
culture; etc.) The “end” I have in mind is in fact the ultimate dissolution 
and disintegration of the principles of enlightenment in the politics 
and culture of Europe and the USA, that is to say, the termination of the 
principles of modern statehood, sovereignly and brutally implemented by 
these two entities in the course of two centuries – the 19th and 20th century 
(regardless of the short historical interpellation of communism in the 20th 
century). I see a major harbinger of this process in the erosion of the public 
– both the public space and the public institutions established to take 
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care of people’s health and education. Furthermore, the state increasingly 
disassociates itself from creation and distribution of knowledge, almost as 
much as technology has disassociated itself from the humanist ethos. As 
a consequence of this, the human thirst for knowledge and self-realization 
is now crudely detached from the human need for freedom. The chief 
symptom of this process is the birth of new concepts for the categories of 
truth. And consequently, the question of our times, already dubbed  
“the era of post-truth” in some contexts, is no longer about what is (the) 
truth, but whose concept is better and is going to win in the race for truth. 
In this text I will attempt to describe the most important symptoms of this 
dissolution of enlightenment and its removal from the tissue of Western 
civilization, starting mainly from my personal realization that it is these very 
symptoms that reveal more about the current situation in which we are 
unable to envisage any futures.

1. THE ERA OF POST-TRUTH

The term “post-truth” has moved from the periphery to occupy a central 
place in our current discourse, language and culture. This coinage was first 
used in the 1990s by the Serbian-American director Steve Tesich, when 
describing how dictators work on shaping the truth to suit their goals and 
image. Later on, in the early 2000s, theoreticians argued that we live in 
an era of post-truth, where there are no longer truths and lies, but a new 
category of spitefully ambiguous statements that are neither completely 
true nor false. Additional definitions indicate that situations in which the 
individuals are used to consuming emotions dressed as facts can be 
subsumed under the term post-truth. Finally, we can define the conspiracy 
theories as modern myths, used by the citizens in this period of erosion of 
the public institutions to explain to themselves the world crises they have 
to survive. In fact, this “post” in post-truth does not imply a world where the 
truth has disappeared, but instead it indicates that the focus has moved 
from facts to options. Post-truth was selected as the word of the year by 
the Oxford Dictionary in 2016. But what does the term “the post-truth era” 
mean historically and what can our drawing parallels with the past tell us?

With the process of modernization certain changes occurred in our 
understanding of the categories of truth, and the ensuing democratization 
of truth affected the very nature of identity, establishing that there 
were many different truths according to which different individuals 
lived. When the optimism of the modern era that a perfect society is 
achievable resulted in the horrors of the two world wars and Auschwitz, the 
generations of postmodernist thinkers that followed challenged all great 
narratives, universal theories, fixed conventions, traditions, ideologies, etc. 
They believed instead that what was needed was a deep deconstruction of 
the traditional narratives that would in turn produce new worldviews.  
On a political level, a historical formula always proves that the dissolution 
of the old and the quest for new models of social contract always result 
with a reaction (a backlash) of the “old regime” in the public sphere and the 
soft power od reactionaries is then exercised through instigation of anti-
intellectualism in the public discourse.

The last few decades have seen a significant intensification in the 
generation of anti-intellectualism, rooted in the paranoia of the political 
and health crises, and expressed through its strong distrust in science, 
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academia and media. On a cultural level, this paranoia consists of 
complete rejection of the ontological foundations of science – this 
generated doubt and awareness of one’s limitations, as well as a complete 
reversal of things: science was labeled as dogma that needed to be 
surrounded by the fortifications of the “free circulation of truth”. And yet, all 
roads of anti-intellectualism always lead to the state and its official policies 
concerning science, creation and distribution of knowledge. History 
can offer us excellent examples: starting with Nazi Germany (burning of 
books, hatred of Jews as embodiment of intellectualism and progressive 
cosmopolitism); followed by the Cold War era, when the scientists that got 
involved in the campaigns against nuclear weapons and its development 
and dissemination were called “egghead eunuchs” in the public discourse, 
first by the politicians, and then by some of the citizens as well (the last 
was perfectly captured in the film The Andromeda Strain by Robert Wise in 
1971). Another striking and necessary example in this context can be traced 
back to the period of dissolution of Yugoslavia. Towards the end of the 
1980s, a specific trend developed that culminated in the early 1990s during 
the Yugoslav wars. Both the electronic media broadcasts on a national 
level and a variety of printed media throughout all ex-Yugoslav republics 
proliferated contents related to occultism, predicting the future, as well as 
magical and astrological cures for health and personal problems. Quite 
often, these new TV stars that meddled with esoteric knowledge ventured 
into predicting the development of the current national and political issues 
that were then reaching their bloody culmination. When the educational 
institutions and all other robust state institutions in the field of culture 
and education, whose purpose was to take care of the “political health 
and sanity” of the citizens started disintegrating, the alternative was 
often this domination of occultists and clairvoyants as the only instance 
that could offer easy explanations and solutions for the social problems 
and crises, generating, at the same time, fears, prejudices and irrational 
thinking. On a lower level, a clear business model can be detected: lowly 
tricksters abused the misfortune of the economically, educationally and 
morally impoverished populace searching for solution for their problems in 
alternative areas.

Today, a consolidated outburst of anti-intellectualism can most regularly 
be observed on the Internet, among groups against immunization, or at 
the public protests and gatherings of citizens united most commonly 
under the umbrella of right-wing political values. These groups’ attitudes 
are eclectic and revolve around the following coordinates (although they 
are sometimes contradictory): free market and movement, libertarianism, 
anti-immigrant policies, ethno-nationalism, anti-vaccination and anti-
globalism. The messages disseminated by these groups and events are 
anti-science, even when individually, the representatives of these groups 
do not hold anti-science views. The Corona virus pandemics offered a 
crystal clear picture about the power of these conspiracy theories, their 
logic and argumentation with the public education pushed into a twilight 
zone and the humanities marginalized in the society – the two spheres of 
crucial importance for the political health of a certain community and its 
culture in general. In the end, as history teaches us, science, with all its 
limitations, is after all the only way out we have from these climate and 
health crises.
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2. LUMPEN-BOURGEOISIE – FROM THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS  
TO THE BALKAN PASTORAL IDYLL

In sociology, the term lumpen-bourgeoisie is used in the context of 
colonial conquests and refers to that class of the local population – the 
middle class consisting of craftsmen, traders and liberal professions, who, 
due to insufficient organization and political self-awareness, have taken 
the side of their colonial masters, at the expense of the lower classes and 
the rest of the population. For the political thinkers affiliated with the late 
communist theory in the countries of state socialism, lumpen-bourgeoisie 
consisted of those groups in the society that, despite not sharing and 
ignoring the communist values concerning the collective benefit, still 
managed to “sneak” within the system and enjoy the privileges of the 
state institutions. Unlike the term lumpen-proletariat, which is much 
clearer and denoting the working class or parts of the lower classes that 
lack the capacity for political struggle and revolutionary action, lumpen-
bourgeoisie in the contemporary context is a somewhat more complicated 
structure. It refers more to the symptoms among the middle classes that 
are related to the erosion of the public institutions and their access to 
public education, culture and art. Consequently, when someone says today 
that “middle classes no longer exist”, he or she might not mean the middle 
classes in the economic sense of the word (which is equally necessary to 
analyze) as much as they might have in mind the citizen in general, with the 
cultural connotations of the word. The disappearance of the citizen implies 
the disappearance of the citizens’ political implications, which they used to 
bring with themselves to the public sphere. In the classic European “social 
contract” the citizens are the ones that lead the political participation in 
the public sphere, with a good level of common knowledge and education 
in their backgrounds to allow them their critical thinking about the 
problems in their society, and enough culture to sharpen their political 
choices. The last sentence defines the characteristics of the middle 
class in the Western European societies. If the middle classes, formed 
as early as the Enlightenment era, were politically aware and outward-
looking – facing the society in the 19th and 20th century, in the 21st century, 
with the sophistication of capitalist consumerism, they became apolitical 
and inward-looking – focused on the self and the individual needs for 
self-actualization and reinvention, having no goals that demand social 
engagement, and when they do have some, they are most commonly of 
the reformist type.

An excellent example to illustrate this symptom is the self-care culture. 
The emergence of self-care culture in the public discourse and its 
market development can be traced back to the 1980s, during the glorious 
moments of American capitalism, marked by hyper-individualization and 
consumerism. If we simplify its logic, we could say that if you buy the right 
organic cosmetics for your face and hair, you would live your best life. 
Since its beginnings, self-care culture has changed its offerings, and it 
has even transformed into a tool for increasing productivity: if you wake 
up at 5 every morning, then exercise and drink spring water, you will live 
an authentic life. On the other hand though, is this not “building” one’s 
fitness in the background of this good life in order to maximize one’s 
efficiency at work? Additionally, for the lower middle classes, the clean 
and pleasant aesthetics of the self-care way of life hides some routines 
that are supposed to replace the less accessible medical care and health 
and recreation resources: jogging, balanced diet, buying products for spa-
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and-wellness at home. While for the upper middle classes, this lifestyle 
is often related to their attempts to cure the feeling of anxiety caused by 
the cognitive dissonance that emerges somewhere between their career 
self-actualization and the effects of the frequent economic, political and 
humanitarian crises, in which the representatives of the middle classes 
are just politically unarticulated bystanders. And consequently, the upper 
middle classes try to incorporate in this everyday life style a variety of 
“woke” tourist visits, organized by wellness companies, to places  
with “pristine nature”, where a hipster shaman helps you relate to the 
sounds of corals or fungi in order to free you from your phantom pains  
or creative blocks.

This last image might make us think of white fit women and men, employed 
by large companies in some developed metropolis in the First World, 
as they are the only ones that can afford the wellness packages offered 
by companies like Goop. At the peripheries of Europe, and capitalism 
in general, a very similar process is underway, but it looks somewhat 
different. In countries such as North Macedonia, Serbia, and Montenegro, 
there is a trend among the young population to look for solutions in 
alternative medicine rather than consulting with a doctor when dealing 
with a medical situation or ailing health. In the rural areas there is an 
explosion of magical beliefs and faith in the effects of magic on social 
relations. The people inhabiting the Balkan pastoral idylls, deprived as 
they are of verbal means to articulate their everyday traumas, search for 
cures for their life crises and existential spasms in the world of magic 
and incantations. Even in cases of domestic abuse, adultery and divorce, 
the guilt is allocated in this world of magic, “someone has caused it 
with magical means”. In the case of the mass murder in Jabukovac that 
shocked Serbia in 2007, both the perpetrator and his fellow citizens 
believed that he was “enchanted” and forced to commit the murders 
with “evil spells”. This is a fascinating phenomenon for a historian of the 
post-Yugoslav area: if the activists of the Women’s Antifascist Front of 
Yugoslavia organized large media campaigns and campaigns on the 
ground, whose key words were education and emancipation, in order 
to dissuade rural families from believing in superstitions, they are now 
coming back big time. This modern “opium for the peoples” consists of 
ideological confusion and mixing of the “traditional values” with religion 
and magical superstitions. This mix often results in a monstrous treatment 
of all that are different, especially the LGBT people, as well as of all other 
people whose atypical lifestyles irritate and provoke these small town 
communities. 

On the periphery of Europe, just as the pulp media are dominated by the 
face of Baba Vanga and her predictions for the future, usually one-size-
fits-all for every possible issue or crisis, the political momentum in public 
history is unsurprisingly marked by the emergence of this universal Balkan 
clairvoyant too, inhabiting even national museums. When I saw Baba 
Vanga’s wax figure in the new museum in Skopje in 2014, whose official 
name then was “Museum of the Macedonian Struggle for Statehood 
and Independence, Museum of IMRO and Museum of the Victims of the 
Communist Regime”, I made a sincere attempt to understand the message 
intended by the authors. The figure was placed among several historical 
personages that marked the 20th century, such as, Lenin, Hitler, Stalin, 
Mussolini, Churchill… One of the possible interpretations would be that all 
this historical characters and their entire historical and symbolic capital 
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is just a fatal product of “Divine providence”, and not a result of ordinary 
economic, political, social and other factors. And this interpretation should 
further suggest that the scholarship of history is invalid, non-existent (both 
as an academic field and a cultural phenomenon), because there is always 
some other, “true”, “authentic”, “hidden”, “suppressed” History, that can be 
“revealed” only to those that are themselves “pure” – primarily nationally 
pure, with an unspoiled identity (by the West, neighbours, traitors…).  
And ultimately, why would one need scholarship about the past if one has 
Baba Vanga to predict the future?

3. THE FINAL DISSOLUTION OF ENLIGHTENMENT AND ITS 
HISTORICAL STAGES

In this text, the enlightenment as a historical period was mentioned in 
several key theses and it would be only fair to present the readers with an 
organic overview of its development and its deep strands intertwining with 
all modern European cultural tissues, extending from the 18th to the 21st 
century. In the 17th century, European philosophy was characterized by the 
so-called great system-builders – philosophers that presented a unified 
system of metaphysics, epistemology, logic, ethics, politics and natural 
sciences. Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Locke, Hobbs, and Bacon were the 
most prominent representatives of the “era of reason”, or the “scientific 
revolution” that preceded the period of enlightenment. It is interesting to 
know that many practices that are still part of the culture of the West, such 
as the conviction that the “truth” can be identified and established, were 
created in the period of enlightenment. In the literary circles in the course 
of the first half of the 18th century the ideas of the rebellious youths, such 
as Goethe, Schiller and other representatives of the influential German 
movement Sturm und Drang, promoted the “cult of genius”. The impact 
of these intellectual groups and their social activity was corroborated by 
many examples: the theatre of the German linguistic area, with political 
admixtures of a German national theatre, played an important role in the 
unification of the many separate regions of the German modern state.  
This critical discourse was primarily aimed at the representatives of the 
middle bourgeois class.

The cultural processes and scientific products of the enlightenment, 
however, always took place in an atmosphere of political repression 
and absolutist power, limited literacy of the population as a whole, and 
only a modest progress towards political and social democratization. 
Simultaneously, the various products of this period indicated the 
potential of the citizens for progress, for understanding of diversity and a 
potential opening of the vistas towards modernity for the entire humanity. 
An excellent example for the contradictions of enlightenment is the 
relationship between the power of the absolute rulers and the intellectuals. 
The brilliant historian of the enlightenment, Will Durant, chose a personal 
example: Friedrich, while he was still an heir to the throne of Prussia, sent 
a copy of his work Anti-Machiavellianism to the philosopher Voltaire. 
In this work he listed and discussed the theories that considered war 
unnecessary and the duties of the king as primarily aimed at preserving 
the peace. Voltaire was impressed by this future pacifist king. Several 
months later, Friedrich ascended the throne and attacked Silesia soon 
after, sinking Europe into a decade-long bloodshed.
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German and Central European enlighteners demanded an enlightened 
ruler to run a “supervised state”. What they had in mind was a regime or an 
order in which an efficient and professional bureaucracy comprehensively 
regulated the civil life, market, professions, moral and health, often to 
the tiniest detail. There was no improvement of the personal freedoms, 
everything revolved around the State, and hence the “enlightened 
absolutism” in the European monarchies, as well as Jeremy Bentham’s 
ideas about the Panopticon.

The enlightened idea of progress, in the triumph of mercantilism, and later 
of capitalism, was assimilated by the unlimited urge towards economic 
growth, scientific innovation and prestige – the synonyms of the capitalist 
civilization in the West. The ideological replacement of the myth of religion 
with the myth of science, established in this period, was nonetheless more 
appropriate for the technological and industrial revolution that followed 
in the 19th century. The idea of “infinite progress” was in fact a simulacrum 
of the idea about the “the City of God”, it was a secularization of the ideas 
about the sky, a civil experience of the “ocean feeling”. In many ways, the 
enlightened sung hymns to progress, but then closed their eyes before 
the inequality that galloped together with the new industrial order: “After 
all, wasn’t everything getting better?”. What used to be an exciting vision 
about the “man-machine”, liberated from the ancestral sin and the anger 
of gods, was now filled with the cruel reality of the factory, the conveyor 
belt, and tuberculosis as a professional ailment of the workers. Yes, 
enlightenment in all its forms was sincere in its wishes to liberate Man from 
the past, but by doing so, it failed to avoid the traps of future. The historical 
epilogue of the idea of “infinite progress” we can find today in the climatic 
Armageddon.

Can we trace aspects of enlightenment and its cultural products in the 
periods of historical rupture that followed, such as the world wars of the 
20th century? Yes, they are most often detectable in the behaviour of the 
middle classes. After the World War Two, a general sense that the end 
of the world was looming was predominant. The horrors of the war, the 
death camps and the destructive power of the atomic weapons used in 
this war only fed the paranoia during the Cold War. In this atmosphere of 
anxiety, the USA, as the victor in the war, chose its life-saving mode in 
the rediscovery of conservatism and tradition in the 1950s. The image 
of the nuclear family belonging economically to the stable middle class 
with its perfect suburban life was indeed the reality for a large segment of 
American population, while all the other wars were waged far away from 
their borders. Anxiety and fear, however, seemed to linger in the air, and 
were reflected in literature and film, especially in the dystopian genres 
and in the film noire psychological diagnoses. There is a perfectly subtle 
creepy scene in Ubaldo Ragona’s film The Last Man on Earth from 1964 
(which had its remake in 2007 as I Am a Legend with Will Smith in the 
leading role), that depicts New York deserted and crumbling. The post-
apocalyptic plot follows the state of humanity after a virus epidemic that 
has created a zombie civilization. A single man – who happens to be a 
scientist – has to fight, and in American style, save the day in the end.

The topic of this film and the similar themes of a series of other films 
qualify them as dystopias in which the end of the world is looming and 
humanity has to fight some extraterrestrial or other unknown force that 
threatens to destroy it. There are two historical traumas behind this film’s 
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psychology: the first is a direct consequence of the human fear of nuclear 
weapons, which says, yes, we won, but where is God in all this, where are 
our limits when we are able to produce something so forceful – and it is 
often the scientists that save the day. The propagandist films (produced 
in the political context of the Cold War) depict the end of the world as a 
possible disaster caused by some enormous beast. Their message is: the 
inferior nations are irrational, as opposed to the “morally superior” USA.  
In these other films, it is always the army that saves the day by using some 
super-fantastic weapon. These films reflect the fear, nihilism and anxiety of 
the post-war years and the Eisenhower’s era. But this feeling that the end 
is nigh and which dominated the period was in fact a presentiment about 
the political changes that were about to affect the upper classes and end 
the conformism of the “picket-fence” middle classes following the surge in 
the resistance against the racist policies, in the anti-war movements and 
demands for economic changes in the USA in the 1960s. And again, the 
new future was envisaged by scientists, psychologists, learned youths and 
activists, with the propagandists and PR managers following close behind. 
Therefore, after the disappointment of the 1960s, the idea of the “American 
dream 0.2” was reinvented. In these changes, however, the idea of infinite 
progress of capital remained unscathed. Quite the contrary, it imploded 
in Fukuyama’s thesis from the beginning of this text – that the future is 
mechanic, liberal and post-ideological.

* * *

Today, when settling the remnants of the cultural products of 
enlightenment in our civilization, there remains only one unreachable 
idea, that about the future, filled with anxiety. At the end of enlightenment 
we seem to need two tools in order to survive: kindness and knowledge 
(scientific comprehension). In fact, in the near future, one of the possible 
world “fronts” where civilizations will clash will be the struggle for 
emancipation of knowledge and promotion of science, that will retain 
its value as a public good. The countries with historical experience of 
the categories of “social operative” and “scientific operative” (and those 
are the ex-socialist countries, sinice the countries in the West have no 
equivalents for these terms) might have the advantage because the values  
such as the public good are rudimentary in their societies. The countries 
in the West will most likely look for ways to ally the humanities with 
the STEM sciences and with their own technological-informational 
development, that is what I hope at least, and that they veer this union in 
some communitarian direction. In this “end of history” of our times, we 
are making efforts to solve the modern world problems whose midwife 
was enlightenment, but there followed a totally wrong solution for the 
techniques and methods engendered by the initial process, that is to say, 
education, science and arts are being squeezed out of the public sphere.  
If political management fails to become aware of these symptoms, 
humanity might need to start learning to walk again.
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Democracy is an encompassing concept. Unfortunately, due to its 
broadness, it’s also exposed to manipulation by autocratic leaders 
who label non-democratic actions as democratic and try to legitimize 
their actions in the eyes of their critics through their numerical votes. 
Furthermore, there is a growing number of ruling parties and leaders 
that argue that since they’ve been “democratically elected”, whatever 
they decide to do should not be opposed because that is the “will of the 
people.” By doing so, they are disregarding civil rights and liberties, rule of 
law as well as the checks and balances of the system, which are the core 
of a functioning democracy. As Lührmann and Lindberg argue, nowadays 
“the ruling elites shy away from sudden, drastic moves to autocracy 
and instead mimic democratic institutions while gradually eroding their 
functions.”1

The Freedom in the World 2022 report indicates that autocracy is growing 
worldwide and autocratic leaders are encouraging more leaders to 
abandon the democratic path. According to the report, for the first time in 
the last 16 years, political rights and civil liberties have declined worldwide, 
raising the possibility of autocracy overtaking democracy. The report finds 
that the aggregate freedom score in 60 countries decreased compared to 
just 25 countries that improved their scores.2 V-Dem Institute’s Democracy 
Report 2022 also notes that the level of democracy enjoyed by the average 
global citizen in 2021 is down to 1989 levels; meaning that the last 30 years 
of democratic advances have been eradicated.3 

Among these growing tendencies of autocracy and downward shifts of 
democracy in the world, it is worth looking at where Serbia, Kosovo, and 
North Macedonia are standing with regards to democracy and freedom 
by analyzing reports evaluating them. Following this we will go into the 
detail of how these countries’ citizens see the situation from information 
taken from the interviews conducted as part of the Performing Democracy 
project. In order to provide a general picture of the countries’ standing 
with regards to democracy and freedom, I will briefly mention how they are 
evaluated by the “Nations in Transit” and “Freedom in the World” reports. I 
will not elaborate much on the details of the reports’ sub-categories as it is 
not the aim of this text. 

COUNTRIES IN THE EYES OF THE REPORTS

The level of democracy in Serbia which has been rated as a “semi-
consolidated” democracy4 since 2005, has taken a negative turn in 2019 
when the score of its democracy was changed to that of a “transitional 
or hybrid” regime5 due to the growing power of the ruling party at the 
local level through electoral irregularities and pressure.6 Since 2019, 
Serbia’s score as a “transitional or hybrid” regime has kept declining due 
to corruption, intimidation of civil society organizations, and violence 
against peaceful protestors.7 When it comes to freedom, a similar decline 
has taken place. Serbia was rated as a “free” country in 20068 and its 
rating changed to “partly free” in 2019 due to the deterioration in the 
conduct of elections and legal harassment and smear campaigns against 
independent journalists.9 Similar to its democracy rating, Serbia’s freedom 
rating as a “partly-free” country kept worsening with the ruling Serbian 
Progressive Party (SNS) steadily eroding political rights and civil liberties 
by putting pressure on independent media, the political opposition, and 
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1  Anna Lührmann & Staffan I. 
Lindberg (2019), A third wave of 
autocratization is here: what is new 
about it?, Democratization, 26:7, 
1095-1113 

2  Freedom House, Freedom in the 
World 2022. https://freedomhouse.
org/sites/default/files/2022-02/
FIW_2022_PDF_Booklet_Digital_
Final_Web.pdf 

3  V-Dem Institute, Democracy 
Report 2022, Autocratization 
Changing Nature?. https://v-dem.
net/media/publications/dr_2022.pdf 

4  Electoral democracies that meet 
relatively high standards for the 
selection of national leaders but 
exhibit weaknesses in their defense 
of political rights and civil liberties.

5 Electoral democracies where 
democratic institutions are fragile, 
and substantial challenges to the 
protection of political rights and civil 
liberties exist.

6  Freedom House, All Data - Nations 
in Transit 2005-2022. https://
freedomhouse.org/sites/default/
files/2022-04/All_Data_Nations_in_
Transit_NIT_2005-2022_For_website.
xlsx

7  Freedom House, Nations in Transit 
2022, Serbia. https://freedomhouse.
org/country/serbia/nations-
transit/2022

8  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World – Country and Territory 
Ratings and Statuses 1973-2022. 
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/
default/files/2022-03/Country_and_
Territory_Ratings_and_Statuses_
FIW_1973-2022%20.xlsx

9  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World 2019, Serbia. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/serbia/
freedom-world/2019
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civil society organizations.10 

When we look at the ratings by the reports, Kosovo’s democratic 
development could be considered successful. While it has been 
categorized as a “semi-consolidated autocratic” regime11 since 2005, its 
improved performance in independent media, structural changes that 
resulted in more independence for judicial and prosecutorial councils as 
well as prosecution of high-profile cases has led to a positive change in 
its rating, with Kosovo becoming a “transitional or hybrid” regime in 2017.12 
Kosovo’s positive changes continued according to the Nations in Transit 
reports due to the positive developments in NGO sector,13 independent 
media,14 and the stabilization of government,15 among others. When it 
comes to freedom, Kosovo has been rated as a “partly free” country since 
200916 and has not changed since, due to the fact that Kosovar journalists 
still face serious pressure, and risk being attacked in relation to their 
reporting.17

North Macedonia has been rated as “semi-consolidated” democracy since 
2005 and its democracy rating worsened in 2014 when it was reduced 
to the category of “transitional or hybrid” regime due to its deteriorating 
environment for independent media.18 Its democracy score started to 
improve in the reports from 2020 thanks to the improvements in electoral 
procedures and independent media sector.19 Regarding freedom in North 
Macedonia, it has been rated as a “partly free” country by the Freedom in 
the World reports since 1993.20 Despite some minor positive developments 
in the country mentioned in the reports, it continues to struggle with 
corruption. Additionally, reports note that while the media and civil society 
are participating in dynamic public discourse, journalists and activists are 
still facing pressure and intimidation.21

Despite Kosovo appearing as a successful example of improvement, none 
of these countries have ever been rated as “consolidated democracies”. 
Furthermore, despite the negative direction of Serbia and positive 
direction of Kosovo and North Macedonia in recent years, it is important 
to have a comparative picture in our minds with regards to their actual 
democracy and freedom scores as per the reports. In terms of democracy, 
North Macedonia has the highest score with 47, closely followed by Serbia 
with 46 and Kosovo being the last with a large difference, scoring 38.22 
With respect to freedom scores, the rankings are similar to democracy 
with North Macedonia scoring the highest 67, Serbia following with 62, and 
Kosovo having 56.23 

COUNTRIES IN THE EYES OF THEIR CITIZENS

The Performing Democracy project has provided the opportunity to 
put faces to the statistics that we see in surveys in general. Though not 
as far-reaching in inclusion as in common surveys on perception, the 
interviews are immeasurably valuable in their contribution to providing 
different arenas of participation in discussions for the citizens. I will try to 
summarize my impressions from the interviews that were conducted as 
part of the project in order to understand the similarities and differences 
in the understanding of democracy between participants from different 
countries and how they see their countries within these parameters.

10  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World 2022, Serbia. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/serbia/
freedom-world/2022 

11  Countries in this category attempt 
to mask authoritarianism or rely 
on informal power structures with 
limited respect for the institutions 
and practices of democracy. They 
typically fail to meet even the 
minimum standards of electoral 
democracy.

12  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit 2017, Kosovo. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/kosovo/
nations-transit/2017 

13  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit 2019, Kosovo. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/kosovo/
nations-transit/2019 

14  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit 2020, Kosovo. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/kosovo/
nations-transit/2020 

15  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit 2022, Kosovo. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/kosovo/
nations-transit/2022 

16  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World – Country and Territory 
Ratings and Statuses 1973-2022. 
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/
default/files/2022-03/Country_and_
Territory_Ratings_and_Statuses_
FIW_1973-2022%20.xlsx 

17  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World 2022, Kosovo. https://
freedomhouse.org/country/kosovo/
freedom-world/2022

18  Freedom House, All Data - 
Nations in Transit 2005-2022. 
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/
default/files/2022-04/All_Data_
Nations_in_Transit_NIT_2005-2022_
For_website.xlsx

19  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit 2020, North Macedonia. 
https://freedomhouse.org/country/
north-macedonia/nations-
transit/2020

20 Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World – Country and Territory 
Ratings and Statuses 1973-2022. 
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/
default/files/2022-03/Country_and_
Territory_Ratings_and_Statuses_
FIW_1973-2022%20.xlsx

21  Freedom House, Freedom in 
the World 2021, North Macedonia. 
https://freedomhouse.org/country/
north-macedonia/freedom-
world/2021 

22  Freedom House, Nations in 
Transit, https://freedomhouse.org/
countries/nations-transit/

23  Freedom House, Freedom 
in the World - Scores. 
https://freedomhouse.org/
countries/freedom-world/
scores?sort=desc&order=
Political%20Rights 
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Serbia

Most of the participants from Serbia have positive views on democracy 
as a way of social organizing with some however arguing that democracy 
is not real and that there is no democracy anywhere in the world. 
Interviewees link democracy mostly with equality and freedom. However, 
most of them do not believe that there is democracy in their country. The 
disappointment in the current situation of democracy in Serbia is worded 
in different words from Jelena Simić saying that she feels helpless when 
thinking about democracy in Serbia, to Tamara Milenković Kerković calling 
the Serbian regime a “pseudo-democracy […] turning into a true electoral 
dictatorship.” As per my perception, the participants are predominantly 
left-wing oriented and generally explain the non-existence of democracy 
in Serbia with the neo-liberal capitalist system and global capitalism 
and argue that the previous self-management system executed in the 
ex-Yugoslavia was more inclusive and an example of direct democracy. 
Representative democracy is criticized heavily with different arguments. 
Some argue that the current politicians do not represent the interests of 
the people but are under the influence of certain economic elites, others 
emphasize how the parties are manipulating some poorer citizens with 
food and promises of a job through the party. 

Participants also stress the importance of political, social and economic 
inclusion in a functioning democracy and voice the discrepancy of 
equality and the gap of political involvement they see in Serbia between 
the political elite and poorer citizens, majority and minority groups, and 
between the center and the rural. This discrepancy is mostly articulated 
with the arguments that those politically affiliated to the ruling party and 
those who are ruling the government are above the law and are not really 
accountable to the citizens’ rights or requests. Vesna Vojvodić Mitrović 
even argued that the state apparatus is actually disconnected from the 
people and that the institutions act as if they are superior to the citizens 
rather than functioning as a means with which to address citizens’ 
problems in life and work.

The discussions on freedom and rights are dynamic and interesting with 
some of the participants mentioning some aspects of freedom that have 
been discussed for years and are still being discussed in academia: 
such as the limits of individual freedom, freedom of speech, the issue 
of surveillance, responsibilities of having rights and the importance of 
having institutions to support and guard citizens’ freedoms and rights. 
However, most participants are not happy with what they have in Serbia. 
The manipulation of the public sphere, the rise of the tabloids and the 
pressures on journalists are voiced as a problem by different participants. 
Milinka Minja Nikolić emphasized this by saying that “freedom of speech 
exists, but freedom after a speech doesn’t”. As the reason for this 
situation, some participants pointed out that there is a lack of democratic 
literacy and informed citizens that can criticize and keep the government 
accountable. 

Kosovo

Compared to participants from Serbia, all Kosovar participants articulate 
a positive view on democracy and almost all stated that there is no better 
alternative. Almost all participants’ general perception of democracy 
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revolves around values such as respect for differences and inclusion of 
communities and marginalized groups in decision-making processes, 
freedom for all, human rights, and the availability of different opinions. In 
my perspective, this amount of focus on the inclusion of communities and 
marginalized groups by the majority groups when discussing the meaning 
of democracy is a sign of health for Kosovar democracy. While some 
of the participants were referring to the ballot box as the best example 
of democracy, being the place where “citizens show the politicians 
their place” and it demonstrating the rule of the majority, almost all of 
them argue that democracy has much more aspects to it. Most of the 
participants emphasized the importance of activism from the side of 
the citizens, having rule of law as a supporting factor, transparent state 
apparatus, free media, the right to protest, and achieving equality among 
all citizens at all levels when arguing on the breadth of the concept. 

On whether Kosovo is a democratic state or not, except for one participant, 
all interviewees believe that they are living in a democracy. All argue 
that democracy is not perfect in Kosovo but demonstrate a visible hope 
and belief that Kosovo will advance further on its way to becoming a 
European democracy due to its pro-European laws that exist but are 
not quite implemented. When comparing communism to democracy, Ali 
Gashi argues that the patriarchal system in Albanian households started 
to diminish thanks to democracy and that it will be eliminated with time 
and the development of democracy in Kosovo. As an argument for the 
improvement of the democratic situation in Kosovo the importance of 
education of youth on democratic values was emphasized with some 
pointing to how the schools are currently providing the children with first-
hand experience in representative democracy through student councils’ 
elections and discussions. 

The presence and importance of internationals in Kosovo was voiced by 
the non-majority community members. They voiced their satisfaction with 
the existing laws on communities’ rights and representation, thanking the 
international presence in Kosovo for their existence but also mentioning 
that there are problems with the implementation. Additionally, an 
interesting discussion happened when one participant was questioning 
the sustainability of the current administrative system on inclusion of 
women and ethnic minorities in administrative structures through quotas 
and criticized the terms introduced by the Ahtisaari package in Kosovo 
such as tolerance and multi-ethnicity, arguing that the term of brotherhood 
and unity which was used during ex-Yugoslavia was much more inclusive in 
its meaning.

North Macedonia

North Macedonian participants also have positive views about democracy. 
Furthermore, their views are more diverse compared to the other 
participants from Kosovo and Serbia. While the rule of the people, human 
rights, and rule of law are mentioned as the basis for a functioning 
democracy, most of the views revolve around the freedom of choice 
and freedom of speech without being discriminated against or belittled. 
Similar to participants from Serbia and Kosovo, most especially emphasize 
the importance of a wider understanding of democracy, arguing for the 
importance of having democracy in the family, at school and at work. Some 
other views that are mentioned vary from democracy being a utopian 
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project in the positive sense to it being an art form and social confrontation 
with rules and without violence. What was a particularly interesting value 
of democracy that was mentioned by some participants was the freedom 
of movement around the world, which was not mentioned by any Kosovar 
participants who live in the only country in the Western Balkans without 
visa liberalization. 

Though having a positive view of democracy, the participants are visibly 
disappointed when it came to the situation of democracy in North 
Macedonia. While some are arguing that they have never experienced 
democracy in their country (by comparing their experiences in other 
European states), some argue that North Macedonia used to be 
democratic in Yugoslav times and it is not anymore. Besides one 
participant who is hopeful that both North Macedonia and the Balkans 
will establish a functional democracy in the future, there are two different 
aspects of disappointment observable in the other participants. The first 
one is the way democracy is functioning in the state of North Macedonia. 
They are unhappy with the restrictions they experience in practicing 
their jobs, the manipulation of democracy by politicians, the politization 
and alienation of state institutions, the inability to cooperate with state 
institutions and the inequality in access to services. The second aspect 
of disappointment of some of the participants in my view is depressing 
because this group is disappointed with the general society in which  
they live. Some of the arguments in this group are that the society in  
North Macedonia is not democratic and has either no understanding or  
a flawed understanding of democracy, is closed to critical exchange and  
is preferring rulers to leaders in the country.

CONCLUSION

All three countries have similar problems regarding democracy and 
freedom as with the rest of the Western Balkans. As can be seen from the 
scores of reports from Freedom House, there is a long and difficult road 
ahead of them in becoming more democratic and freer. As mentioned at 
the beginning of this text, in these times of global democratic decay and 
autocratic upsurge, the fight for more democratic and freer states has 
become an important role that every citizen has to take upon themselves. 
The Performing Democracy project and the participants from the three 
countries have shown that democracy is understood from very different 
perspectives in our region; that while some are idealizing and aiming for it, 
others do not believe in its existence or the possibility of attaining it. 

What we see from participants from all three countries is that all of them 
associate the concept of democracy with freedom of choice, freedom 
of expression, free media, accountability, rule of law, equality, and with 
socio-political and cultural rights. Discussions on freedom also stretch 
from freedom to protest, to bearing the responsibilities of freedom and 
rights. Not only their understanding of democracy and freedom but 
also their expectations from their respective countries are similar. All 
of them express that they want to live in countries that are more equal 
economically and politically and where citizens are treated without 
discrimination or pressure. Overall, the arguments for democracy and 
freedom of all participants have completed a rich and diverse picture that 
sometimes can be deliberately forgotten.
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The differences in perceptions start to appear when they start to talk about 
the situation of democracy in their respective countries. Kosovo is an 
interesting example in this regard. Despite scoring the lowest compared to 
Serbia and North Macedonia in democracy and freedom, participants from 
Kosovo predominantly argue that they live in a democracy and are also 
hopeful for the improvement of their situation. The effects of the presence 
of international organizations is also stressed by non-majority members 
in this regard. Participants from Serbia and North Macedonia paint a 
bleak picture of democracy in their countries, most arguing that they are 
not living in a democracy and some saying that they have never had a 
democracy. While some participants from Serbia and North Macedonia 
are not satisfied with the politicization of state institutions and insufficient 
democratic literacy, some bemoan the effects of global capitalism on 
the demise of democracy in their states and call for direct democracy. 
The participants from both countries overall are not very hopeful about 
advancing the situation of democracy, which is discouraging.

Through the interviews each of the participants have contributed to the 
discussions on how democracy should be in Serbia, Kosovo, and North 
Macedonia. They have shown that we need more dialogue between 
state and citizens as well as among the citizens themselves. Each and 
every interview has something to offer for those who want to listen. To 
paraphrase what Besa Luci from Kosovo said, freedom to be heard is as 
important as freedom of speech. I hope that the voices of these citizens 
will one day reach the ears of those who are in power and be an inspiration 
for action for those who share the diverse values of democracy.
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NATAŠA TASIĆ KNEŽEVIĆ, soloist of the Serbian National Theater opera in Novi Sad  
and SAŠA KNEŽEVIĆ, pianist

3RD OCTOBER 2020
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BLAGOJ MICEVSKI, costume designer and director  
and ANTONIO KITANOVSKI, actor
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IN THE REALM OF 
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them. She is currently the fellow at the European Graduate 
School, Switzerland. 

Madžoski’s thesis, entitled De Cvratoribvs. The Dialectics 
of Care and Confinement (Atropos Press, 2013) focused 
on curating as a means to investigate power relations 
and censorship in the presumably open and democratic 
domain of contemporary art. As a professor and guest 
lecturer, she has presented in more than thirty institutions, 
from universities, art academies to museums and galleries 
(such as MIT Boston, Trondheim Art Academy, Leiden 
University, Kunsthaus Bregenz, ZMO Berlin, BAK Utrecht, 
De Appel Amsterdam, Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, etc.). 
In the period 2015-2017, she held seminars and tutorials 
as a professor of critical theory at the Master Artistic 
Research program of the Royal Academy of Art, The 
Hague.

Parallel to her theoretical work, Madžoski tested her ideas 
in a practical manner as well, primarily as a member of the 
Amsterdam-based artists’ initiative Public Space With a 
Roof since 2006. From 2000 to 2009, she was one of the 
editors of the Belgrade-based magazine Prelom – Journal 
for Images and Politics. 

Translated from Serbian: Vuk Šećerović
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In one of the interviews he gave during his visit to Japan in 1978, Michel 
Foucault referred to a difference between the West and Japan that 
he noticed while watching the film In the Realm of the Senses (Nagisa 
Ōshima, 1976).1 Namely, Foucault was both surprised and impressed by the 
different attitude and relation the man and the woman had toward the male 
copulatory organ: instead of being something that the man unreservedly 
identifies with and has the privilege and unconditional right to, in this 
Japanese movie the male organ is presented as a link and a bond between 
the man and the woman, something that, in different ways, equally belongs 
to both of them. In Foucault’s opinion, this instrument of pleasure will 
eventually belong to the one who enjoys it more. Therefore, Foucault was 
not surprised by the scene of amputation (not castration) carried out at 
the end of the film: as the logical outcome of this, the penis will become 
woman’s. Apart from being a provocative introduction to the examination 
of democracy, this movie, once considered scandalous and censored in 
many countries, may shed some new light on the notion of democracy 
as well. Namely, many of the countries where the film was banned were 
considered democratic at the time, just like those where its screening was 
allowed. A question that inevitably comes to mind is how this was possible, 
but also what would its fate be today?

I was invited by Ana Adamović and Milica Pekić to write an article about 
their project Performing Democracy (2019-2022), which I gladly accepted 
and suddenly found myself in the realm of democracy: a collection of 62 
videos in which various people from Serbia, Kosovo, and North Macedonia 
give their answers to the question “What is democracy?”. Anyone who 
sees those videos can get an insight into a complex fabric of meanings 
and interpretations of this term, a term for which we can probably say to 
be one of the emptiest of all the empty signifiers in modern times. One of 
the peculiar facts is that most of the interviewees, although coming from 
three different countries, share the opinion that there is no democracy, 
that it has never existed, and that it is uncertain if it will ever exist. So, what 
does this notion actually mean? Democracy seems to be something that 
we equally know everything and nothing about. We seek for it even though 
we doubt it is achievable at all. The right knows how to instrumentalize 
it, while the left keeps debating over its basic principles on and on. That 
is to say, one gets the impression that most of the interviewees would 
agree with the statement that democracy is in crisis. In order to better 
understand the seriousness of the problem, simultaneously showing that 
it is not a peculiar Balkan issue, I suggest that we look at it from a broader 
perspective.

Some ten years ago, eight leading thinkers shared their thoughts on 
this question in the book entitled Democracy In What State?2 This 
“untouchable emblem”3, as Alan Badiou called it, serves to grant its 
bearers a complete absolution of crimes when they are committed in 
the name of democracy. In the words of Wendy Brown, democracy has 
become “an altar before which the West and its admirers worship and 
through which divine purpose Western imperial crusaders are shaped 
and legitimated”.4 Moreover, they all agree that the fall of the Berlin Wall 
in 1989, and the ensuing global defeat of communism, marked a clear 
demarcation line in the history and the practice of democracy, a fact 
particularly important when analyzing the opinions of interviewees coming 
from the countries of the former Balkans.5 In this region, the process of 
installing a completely different economic system has been hidden behind 

1  Michel Foucault, “Sexualité et 
politique.” Dits et écrits III, 1976-
1979. Gallimard, Paris, 1994, p.520-
531.

2  Giorgio Agamben, Alain Badiou, 
Daniel Bensaid, Wendy Brown, 
Jean-Luc Nancy, Jacques Ranciere, 
Kristin Ross, and Slavoj Žižek. 
Democracy In What State? Columbia 
University Press, New York, 2011.

3  Alain Badiou, Ibid, p.6.

4  Wendy Brown, Ibid, p.45. 

5  As a concept, the Balkans has 
proliferated in the wake of the 
disintegration of Yugoslavia and 
the wars fought in the 1990s, 
and there have been numerous 
studies that, first and foremost, 
revealed its chimerical nature: in 
addition to being an imprecise 
geographical definition, it also 
has an unmistakable emotional 
connotation that depicts and 
labels these countries as barbaric. 
Following this phase, technocratic 
terms such as Southeast Europe 
and the Western Balkans, which 
rests on the assumption that the 
West indicates an undoubtedly more 
advanced stage of development, 
have entered common usage. This 
new terminology also implied that 
the newly established countries 
follow their own course of individual 
and idiosyncratic economic growth 
and political development, which 
is certainly not the case when the 
notion of democracy is examined. 
Therefore, in this article, I use the 
term ‘former Balkans’ in order 
to emphasize that these newly 
established countries have all found 
themselves in the same situation, 
and that the problems faced by their 
citizens nowadays are quite similar.
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the smokescreen of introducing the multi-party system. At the same time, 
the official internationally-proclaimed narrative promoted democratization 
of countries and societies that had, at long last, become free from the so-
called totalitarian subjugation imposed by different forms of communism. 
In a very short time, “the protagonists of the cold war – capitalism 
versus communism, imperialism versus national liberation – faded from 
the billboards, and a new titanic struggle between democracy against 
totalitarianism was proclaimed to a drumbeat of publicity”.6 

In the opinion of Brown, democracy is an unfinished principle which 
specifies neither what powers must be shared among its different agents, 
nor how this rule is to be organized, nor by which institutions should it 
be carried out, while in a short time it served to enable “a merging of 
corporate and state power”.7 The changes that occurred after 1989 all took 
place so quickly that the people – demos itself – still fail to comprehend 
them, unable to keep themselves up to date with such changes, and far 
less to oppose them: “Powerless to say no to capital’s needs, they mostly 
watch passively as their own are abandoned”.8 Meanwhile, the thing that 
was presented to these newly democratized countries as an extraordinary 
achievement, democracy’s “most important if superficial icon, ‘free’ 
elections, have become circuses of marketing and management”.9  
The process of de-democratization in the West has been fueled by total 
“domination of politics by capital, the overtaking of democratic rationality 
with neoliberal rationality, and the juridification of politics, globalization’s 
erosion of nation-state sovereignty, as well as the detachment of sovereign 
power from nation-states”.10 

In the words of Slavoj Žižek, on the eve of the collapse of communism,  
“in the glorious days of 1989, they equated democracy with the abundance 
of Western consumerist societies and now, ten years, later, when the 
abundance is still missing, they blame democracy itself”. 11 However, 
what the general public failed to realize at the time is the fact that all 
those features that were taken to be synonymous with democracy and 
freedom (trade unions, universal vote, free education, freedom of the 
press, etc.) have been won “in a long, difficult struggle of the lower 
classes throughout the nineteenth century, they were far from a natural 
consequence of capitalist relations”. 12 Or, in the words of Wendy Brown, 
there is no compelling evidence that “democracy inherently entails 
representation, constitutions, deliberation, participation, free markets, 
rights, universality, or even equality. The term carries a simple and purely 
political claim that the people rule themselves.”13 However, for people to 
rule themselves, “there must be an identifiable collective entity within 
which their power sharing is organized and upon which it is exercised. (…) 
Globalization’s erosion of nation-state sovereignty undermines the former 
and neoliberalism’s unleashing of the power of capital as an unchecked 
world power eliminates the latter.”14

As a consequence of these processes, the majority of Westerners have 
now come to prefer “moralizing, consuming, conforming, luxuriating, 
fighting, simply being told what to be, think, and do over the task of 
authoring their own lives”.15 As it seems, the region of the former Balkans 
fits perfectly into this global image of de-democratization presented 
as the pinnacle of democracy. One gets the impression that people 
can only be forced to be free by coercion, while it has become “hard to 
imagine what could compel humans to the task of ruling themselves or 

6  Daniel Bensaïd, Ibid, p.16.

7 Brown. Ibid, p.46.

8  Ibid, p.47.

9  Ibid, p.47. 

10  Ibid, p.48.

11  Žižek, Ibid, p.105.

12  Ibid, p.104.

13  Brown, Ibid, p.45

14  Ibid, p.50.

15  Ibid, p.55.
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successfully contesting the powers by which they are dominated”.16 In the 
words of Kristin Ross, “all today’s ‘advanced industrial democracies’ are 
in fact oligarchic democracies: they represent the victory of a dynamic 
oligarchy, a world government centered on great wealth and the worship 
of wealth, but capable of building consensus and legitimacy through 
elections that, by limiting the range of options, effectively protect the 
ascendancy of the middle and upper classes.”17 In other words, democracy 
has become a class ideology that allows “a very small number of people to 
govern – and to govern without the people, so to speak; systems that seem 
to exclude any other possibility than the infinite reproduction of their own 
functioning.”18 

This fiction, in the words of Giorgio Agamben, may actually be “a screen 
set up to hide the fact that there is a void at the center”19, while providing 
the possibility to project various contents onto it. Žižek reminds us of Peter 
Sloterdijk’s thesis, “according to which the idea of Judgment Day, when all 
accumulated debts will be fully paid and an out-of-joint world will finally 
be set straight, is taken over in secularized form by the modernist leftist 
project, where the agent of judgment is no longer God, but the people”.20 
However, given the current state of prevailing apathy and the lack of any 
willingness to punish those who violate the law and the (democratic) rules 
of the game due to the actual suspension of law, it seems that what we 
are witnessing anew is an inversion and restoration of the belief in higher 
powers that are one day expected to punish the perpetrators and bring 
justice to the oppressed.

So, what could be the position of art within this complicated picture? 
Adding to this discussion, Kristin Ross reminds us of Arthur Rimbaud’s 
poem “Democracy”, written in late 19th century, which clearly marks the 
moment when the word democracy ceased to be used to express the 
demands of the people in a national class struggle, and instead started 
being used to “justify the colonial policies of the ‘civilized lands’ in a 
struggle on an international scale between the West and the rest, the 
civilized and the uncivilized”.21 Apart from its potential to reflect the social 
moment in which it was created, it seems that art can teach democracy 
one more thing: the production of scandals. Namely, what is needed is a 
permanent “democratic scandal”, as Jacques Rancière called it, or, as 
Daniel Bensaid further argued: “In order to survive, [democracy] must keep 
pushing further, permanently transgress its instituted forms, unsettle the 
horizon of the universal, test equality against liberty. (...) Democracy is not 
itself unless it is scandalous right to the end.”22 If we now turn our attention 
back to the case of the scandalous Japanese movie mentioned at the 
beginning of this article, perhaps it will turn out to be an exceptionally 
democratic work of art, which draws inference from the ideas of   liberty, 
equality and sharing economy to the furthest degree. 

In the video material created as part of the project Performing Democracy, 
we are faced with an unusual reflection on the screen: two protagonists 
(in some cases there are three of them) talk to us directly in our face, 
and there are several minutes of silence at the beginning and the end 
of the video that seem to be provoking us to react, to reply, putting each 
one of them on the same level under observation, cleverly removing the 
mask we all wear in our everyday lives, at least for a few brief moments. 
The interviewees tell us that we can learn what democracy means from 
the bees, that the way we treat stray dogs is a litmus test that shows 

16  Ibid, p.56.

17  Ross, Ibid, p.98.

18  Ibid, p.97.

19  Agamben, Ibid, p.4.

20  Žižek, Ibid, p.111.

21  Ross, Ibid, p.95.

22  Bensaïd, Ibid, p.43.
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how humane is our society, that democracy should eliminate “narrow-
mindedness” of the society, that in this region democracy is like an 
infantile teenager, that its role is to ensure that every individual has the 
freedom of choice. In many cases, the interviewees identify and equate 
democracy with liberty, but it also stands as a guarantor for the right to 
remain invisible and out of the decision-making process; we are reminded 
that the Nazis also came to power through democracy, that the idea of   
a group that collectively steers the ship is better than the way Socrates 
envisioned the captain of the ship, that it is a mistake to believe that there 
was no democracy in communism, that its task is to prevent individual 
enrichment and plundering of those who are the weakest, that liberal 
democracy is not the same thing as democracy, that its aim is to ensure a 
certain level of quality of life and to grant equal opportunities to everyone, 
that the personal is political. We hear from them that in this region its 
biggest enemies are corruption and “party switching”, and that silence 
means the air is polluted contrary to all guaranteed human rights. For 
some of the interviewees, life in this region is more like living in slavery, 
while democracy is just a façade. We can also hear contrary opinions 
that democracy can only be won in the streets through permanent and 
unwavering struggle, while those who struggle for their goals in the virtual 
world expect the state institutions to do the same, fighting on their behalf.
 
With the arrival of capitalism in this region, individuality has come to the 
fore, and freedom itself is now defined as personal freedom, while any 
idea of collectivity has been wiped out. One of the problems of modern 
democracy lies in the question posed by Alan Badiou: “Of what objective 
space, of what settled collectivity, is democracy the democracy?”23 This 
question also appears to be of key importance when we think about the 
former Balkans - until it becomes clear with what kind of collective we are 
dealing with we will not know what kind of democracy are we talking about. 
As an exercise, it might be useful to imagine how life would be like without 
it – would the disappearance of democracy also mean the vanishing of a 
whole range of ideas and phenomena it entails and is related to? 

In this brief exploration, it is impossible not to pay heed to the fact that 
a new normal has arisen as a result of the coronavirus pandemic, which 
is also noticeable in the difference between the statements recorded 
before and those recorded after the spring of 2020, when suspension 
of guaranteed rights was further pushed to the extremes. The crisis of 
democracy is not just our problem, but apparently instead of living in the 
realm of democracy, we increasingly have the impression of living in a 
democratic empire. As Rosa Luxembourg once observed, “dictatorship 
consists in the way in which democracy is used and not in its abolition”.24 
Therefore, one might say we are dealing with a much worse situation 
when the democracy is manipulated and its principles and mechanisms 
are twisted and abused, than when it is officially rejected altogether. 
This strategic maneuver, used by many authoritarians to seize power, 
apparently serves to prevent any revolt and “desperate acts of violent 
popular self-defense [that] were examples of what Benjamin called ‘divine 
violence’.”25

It remains to be seen whether democracy is a project that will outlive the 
21st century. Because, when there is no collective of people, there can be 
no “power of peoples over their own existence”.26 We have to wait and 
see what will be the role of art in all of that, but one of its tasks might be to 

23  Badiou, Ibid, p.8.

24  Luxembourg in: Žižek, Ibid, p. 120.

25  Žižek, Ibid, p.115.

26  Badiou, Ibid, p.15.
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directly examine this complex problem in all its contradictions; otherwise, 
in Agamben’s words, “any debate about democracy, either as a form of 
constitution or as a technique of government, is likely to collapse back into 
mere chatter.”2727  Agamben, Ibid, p.5.
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Democrat. Among people in Kosovo, you often hear this expression when 
they want to summarize the qualities of a person. “He is a Democrat,” is a 
phrase they will use about someone who is simply more open to gender 
issues. “He is too democratic” – they say a little sharply about someone 
who is, in their opinion, too open-minded in their views about raising 
children, for example. Sometimes someone is addressed as a “democrat” 
simply due to their modern style of dress and their gentle character and 
demeanor. 

Democracy, therefore, implies not only certain rights and freedoms,  
certain institutions, and a separation of powers, but a way of thinking:  
a system of values   and views. So often, people who are against democracy, 
do not oppose it, or what they consider to be its accompanying ways of 
thinking, because they don’t understand it, but because they have already 
embraced a different system of values   and views. 

There is certainly no doubt that democracy cannot be reduced to certain 
elements such as freedom of expression or the right to vote. It is much 
more complex than that. So it’s not even easy to write about it. That is why 
theoretical debates about democracy have been going on for thousands of 
years - since humanity began to produce thought and theory.
 

DEMOCRACY AS FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

One could say that freedom of expression lies at the core of democracy. 
And really, isn’t the most important aspect of the “rule of demos” the 
right of everyone to think and express their opinion freely? Because what 
would it mean to say that “the people rule” if someone’s opinion within the 
“people” were more important than someone else’s?!

But is the right of expression enough in itself to revive democracy?  
We think and express ourselves in ways we were brought up with. Doesn’t 
that mean that democracy doesn’t make sense without the right to be 
educated and informed? Well ... it may seem that step by step, we are 
beginning to define the enigma of democracy. But it is not that easy! 
For example, people living within some of the most authoritarian states 
still have the right to education guaranteed. So the right to education is 
not sufficient in defining democracy, what is important is which kind of 
education you have access to.

Moreover, can freedom of expression be used to despise and stigmatize 
others who are different from you? Can freedom of expression also be 
used to promote systems and values   that are in fact not democratic and 
are essentially anti-democratic?

However, despite countless open questions, we can at least and without  
a doubt, if only in a negative way, define that there is no democracy 
without freedom of expression. That may not be enough to positively 
define democracy, but without it, there is certainly no democracy. That is 
why I can without hesitation agree with Aleksandar Todeski, an actor from 
Northern Macedonia, when he says that “in 38 years of my life, I have never 
experienced democracy”. Because in the troubled Balkans, sometimes 
because of the socialist regime, sometimes because of the collapse of 
post-communist society, sometimes because of wars between states, 
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and today because of regimes with pronounced authoritarian tendencies, 
freedom of speech has almost always been reserved for authorities and 
their followers but not for those who think differently to them. Earlier, the 
ban on speaking outside the official line was even legally sanctioned. 
Today, although formally this battle for democracy has been won, the ban 
took another unofficial form: lynching, threats, and financial control over 
the media are the new methods that make democracy in the Balkans 
difficult today.
 

TRUE DEMOCRACY AND ILLUSION OF CHOICE

“Democracy is a system of values where people through political systems 
achieve their goals,” said Kosovo sociology teacher Ali Gashi. Democracy 
is often presented to us as a system where people have the right to 
determine their collective destiny. A system where the right to choose is 
essential. Where political decisions and developments come from the 
people but also aim at their well-being. But do people really decide on the 
most fundamental issues related to their lives? “The notion of democracy 
is cleverly manipulated to create the illusion of a false freedom of choice,” 
answered Blagoje Micevski, a costume designer and theater director from 
Bitola in Northern Macedonia. 

Since we have emphasized that freedom of choice (election), even if 
unperfect, nevertheless is important and represents progress from the 
undemocratic systems of the past, a critical approach to it would make 
us understand more fundamentally what in reality democracy is. There is 
something wrong when people, despite “electing” themselves, constantly 
feel unrepresented and excluded from the decisions that determine their 
lives. Either they are so unconscious and perpetually deceived, or the 
freedom of choice offered to them represents an illusion of free choice.  
We choose between politicians who compete for our vote, but how often 
do people directly take part in decision-making, for example, on the 
economic model of the state in which they live?! How often do they decide 
on how social wealth will be distributed?! How often do people decide on 
wars and inter-state peace?! On the financial policies that usually bring 
benefits only to few and not to the majority, and which generally aggravate 
the life of the latter?!

“The biggest problem is that we only have the illusion of making decisions, 
but we do not decide anything. All this is an illusion of democracy”, says 
without doubt Jelena Miletić of the Center for Informal Communication 
Nemušto, from the city of Bor in Serbia.
 

DEMOCRACY AND WELL-BEING 

Democracy as participation, is a view particularly emphasized by the 
proponents of a direct version of democracy. Democracy requires active, 
aware citizens, who throughout their lives participate in public life and 
constantly fight for their political beliefs, who critically analyze various 
political projects before deciding which one to choose.

Democracy is an equal opportunity for everyone, it is a system through 
which people equally achieve their goals, say the most liberal supporters 
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of formal democracy. 

But, do people live in identical economic and social conditions? Aren’t 
they limited and affected by these conditions? Can we have equality as 
a final result if living conditions are unequal? Isn’t it much harder for a 
construction worker to become an active citizen and participate in public 
life than for a university professor?! And although on election day the 
vote of that worker is equal to that of the owner of the company, there 
is no doubt that the influence of the latter in political decisions is much 
greater than the influence of the former. Here, too, we are not talking about 
informal influence that political theory does not accept as an element 
of democracy. We are not talking about corruption. No. We are talking 
about democracy as a reflection of the different interests of different 
social groups. But also about democracy in which the most economically 
powerful groups always have the greatest influence. 

Let us not forget that in many western democracies this fact is not even 
hidden anymore: lobbying is sanctioned by law. And there is no dilemma as 
to who has the most lobbying power.

Referring to democracy in Serbia, Ivan Velisavljević from the Radical Left 
Party speaks precisely about this problem: “Corporate capitalism has 
created completely parallel institutions that manage macroeconomic 
relations so that people do not have influence in that segment of society. 
So there is democracy in elections when you vote for the same social 
relations, but there can be no democracy in relation to parallel institutions 
dealing with capital and the economy.”
 

DEMOCRACY AS THE RULE OF PEOPLE

The rule of the people. This is the most direct translation of the word 
“democracy”. And usually when we ask people about democracy, among 
their most common answers is that democracy is when people rule. 
When the people with a majority of votes or other forms of representation, 
express and realize their will.

But the issue gets complicated when the sub-questions start. Who are  
the people? Are the people a homogeneous mass? A set of numbers?  
A unified group with common interests? Then, what if the will of the people 
(or rather, the majority) is to have a conservative, patriarchal government, 
oppressive to various minorities, hostile to neighboring nations, etc.?
This paradox of democracy, where the will of the majority (or the majority 
of voters) is used as the only legitimizer of a certain policy and where the 
concept of the people is used to build a homogeneous community that 
aims to ignore differences and exclude “other”, has become extremely 
important to emphasize and analyze. Particularly now when we witness 
how in the last 10 years the Balkans, and the world at large, is suffering 
from the turmoil of populism that is both increasing and becoming well-
grounded.

Populism promotes the idea of the rule of the people, but usually the 
party that promotes it gives itself the role and the right to be considered 
exclusively as the bearer of this will. Populism splits a society in two: there 
are the “WE” and the “THEY”, which results in the people being separated 
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and placed into conflict. But isn’t society more fragmented than this? Does 
not society consist of more groups, layers, and classes, which interact 
and sometimes even collide, but cannot be reduced to a simplified binary 
division?

Addressing this very topic, Ana Chupevska, the political scientist from 
Northern Macedonia, summarizes that “the notion of ‘people’ is the 
firstly and fundamentally a notion around which democracy is positioned, 
both in theory and in practice, but also as a populist practice, of course. 
Populism is essentially about democracy, and democracy must constantly 
resolve the tension between emancipation and populism if it is to be 
called democracy. If not, democracy has another inherent ability, that is, to 
deform into an authoritarian, populist regime, and ultimately a totalitarian 
regime.”

Speaking about his surprise due to the lack of reaction from the people 
about critical environmental pollution in the town of Bor in eastern Serbia, 
environmental activist Goran Jakoljević very authentically touches on 
this tension when he says: “Is the government composed of people? Is it 
people’s government? You start from the assumption that people are good. 
But basically, people are neither good nor bad.” So, when we say the “rule 
of the people”, he continues, it does not automatically mean that we are 
talking about good rule. “What surprises me the most is that the German 
Nazis came to power in a democratic way,” concluded Goran Milenković 
from the Center for Informal Communication Nemušto in Bor, Serbia.
 

REMAINING OUTSIDE DEMOCRACY 

Often when we talk about democracy, theoretical and practical references 
lead us to Ancient Greece where Western philosophical thought and 
Western democratic practice see their origins. But what is not emphasized 
enough is the fact that in almost every society, today or in antiquity, 
democracy had its limits outside which the excluded lived. As slaves once 
did in Ancient Greece, nowadays immigrants in Western democracies, as 
well as Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians in the Balkan states, are evidence 
of the failure of democracy. Not the failure of democracy as a value that 
implies diversity and acceptance of the other, but rather of the superficial 
and hypocritical embracing of western democracy.

Until recently in the countries that are considered to be the flagships of 
democracy, half of the population did not even have the right to vote. Today, 
in Kosovo, women have the right to vote, but only 4% of them inherited 
property, only 17% of women have registered property in their name, and 
only 16% are employed! That is why it makes a lot of sense when Ana 
Zhezhovska, a German language teacher from Northern Macedonia, says 
emphatically: “For me, democracy is taking into account the opinions, 
attitudes and wishes of all women in my country. Democracy means the 
possibility of women to get employment!”

Antonio Kitanovski, an actor from Northern Macedonia, refers to Socrates 
saying that he “was perceiving democracy as a ship whose rudder we all 
have equal rights to control”, at the same time forgetting that under the 
deck of Socrates’ ship there were slaves who, even though make the ship’s 
movement possible, have neither formal rights nor real possibilities to take 
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the rudder. They are not even allowed to participate in the selection of the 
helmsman.
 

DEMOCRACY AS AN EFFORT 

Is democracy a completed process? Is there a country, either now or 
in the past, that has fully established democracy? Or is democracy not 
something that can be a completed process? It is a process more than 
a state. It is more a clash than hegemony. It is a constant effort and not a 
predetermined mission that has an end. “Democracy is never final, it is 
a process of continuous consolidation,” Ana Chupevska from Northern 
Macedonia would answer. “Democracy is taken for granted, but the basic 
rights for an equal society are something for which you should strive all the 
time,” adds Besa Luci, co-founder and editor-in-chief of Kosovo 2.0, from 
Prishtina.

And if I had to give some kind of definition to conclude, I would dare to 
say just this: democracy is an area where people strive for their freedom, 
equality, and well-being. A process that is never carried out because 
differences between people are irreducible in a homogeneous mass. 
A war that has not been won yet, and that cannot be won as long as 
there is oppression, inequality and marginalization. A progressive idea 
worth committing to in all possible forms: including protests and direct 
engagement; in elections and in institutional space; in universities and in 
the media. 
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In 1995, Milan Kundera published the novel Slowness, in which one of the 
polyphonic themes was slowness. Kundera linked slowness with the act 
of remembrance, and speed with the act of forgetting. According to him, 
when one wishes to experience, remember or prolong the moment, he 
moves and acts slowly. On the other hand, when one has decided to travel 
fast, he does that to forget his previous experiences. Along the same 
line, the author compares pre-modern experiences to the experience of 
our times. Starting from the 18th century until today, the speed in almost 
all aspects of human life has been increasing. Life is getting faster, our 
experience of the phenomena that surround us is getting faster. We live 
faster, and we experience many more things in shorter times.

Ten years after the publication of Kundera’s novel, in 2005, the Italian 
sociologist and politician, Franco Cassano, published his book Southern 
Thought and Other Essays on the Mediterranean. The book opens with an 
essay entitled “Thinking on your feet”, which is a poetic and philosophical 
meditation on the correlation between slow and fast movements, between 
our slow and fast perception of the world, between thinking “on your feet” 
and thinking “on the run”.

In his essay, Cassano says:

„We must go slow like an old country train carrying peasant women 
dressed in black, like those who go on foot and see the world 
magically opening ahead, because going on foot is like leafing 
through a book, while running is like looking at its cover; We must go 
slow and love the pauses that enable us to see the road we have covered, 
feel the weariness conquer our limbs like melancholy, and envy the sweet 
anarchy of those who invent their journey at a moment’s notice.”1

He also says that we must learn to be alone and wait in silence, being 
happy now and again that our hands are all we have in our pockets. We 
must walk slowly when we encounter a pack of dogs and avoid disturbing 
them, and we should give names to trees, corners, and street lamps. We 
should find ourselves a bench, take our thoughts with us and let them grow 
independently, following a path they have chosen, like bubbles reaching 
the surface, and which, when under pressure, burst and merge with the sky.

He adds that to go slowly means to spark a coincidental and unexpected 
thought, one that is not a product of your intention and will, but rather an 
unnecessary thought, one that it comes on its own, like an agreement 
between the mind and the world. That to walk slowly means to stop at 
the river bank, the beach, at a rock on a hill heated by the summer sun, 
it means to sail with the wind on a boat and move zigzag to maintain 
direction. To walk slowly means to find out all the thousands of different life 
forms, the names of friends, the colors and rains, games, sleepless nights, 
secrets and gossip.

And that this slow pace includes stations on the way, railroad workers, old 
suitcases and train toilets, tiny pebbles and small gardens, railway barriers 
and people waiting, an old horse cart with a young horse, unashamed 
scarcity, a public water fountain, a shutter with eyes lurking in the shadow. 
To walk slowly means to respect time, to populate it with a few things of 
great significance, with boredom and nostalgia, with enormous desires – 
sealed in the heart, ready to explode or, aiming at the sky with thousands 
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of obstacles pressing upon them.

He goes on to say that people, who are always in a rush, always planning, 
attending conferences, doing journalism, swallow the world, thinking 
they make it better by doing so. Slowness can love speed, appreciate 
transgression, it desires it, albeit fearfully and this contradiction opens up 
so much complexity. It is a profanation that contains speed, but the mass 
profanation has nothing of the sanctity concealed in the worldliness, it is 
just a void of no value, a universal right to offend. No other experience has 
exhibited greater folly than the speed of mass, than the profane that has 
remained unknown.

In the decade between 1995, the year of the publication of Slowness, and 
2005, the year of the publication of Southern Thought and Other Essays 
on the Mediterranean, or more precisely in 1999, a movement advocating 
a slow urban life was formed in Italy and was called Cittàslow (the Slow 
City). Two hundred and eighty seven cities are at present involved in this 
movement. The Slow City movement is closely related to the Slow Food 
movement and this movement’s mission is to make smaller towns better 
living spaces by paying special attention to all those things that are already 
lost in the large cities – moving on foot, fewer cars, frequent use of more 
sustainable modes of transport…

This movement, among else, juxtaposes the idea about the slow city to 
the modern touristic conquest of the cities in which we consume the cities 
rather than experience them.

It seems that, whenever we are in a new city, one of the basic decisions 
that we can make is what speed we are going to use in it. Are we just going 
to pass through the city or are we going to let that new, unknown city pass 
through us? Every opportunity to be in a certain city always comprises 
at least two speeds – the reduced speed of the personal and intimate 
acquaintance with the city and the great speed imposed by the logic of the 
tourist who feels obliged to see as much as possible in as little time.

Kundera talked about the increased speed of human experiences and 
perceptions, Cassano talked about the necessity to reduce this speed in 
order to create conditions for contemplation and reflection about of the 
processes around us and within us, while the Slow City movement believes 
that it is necessary to slow down in order to improve two very important 
elements in our life – our living space and food.

Speed and slowness are linked together by time.

It is one of the most valuable resources on our lives.

We do not have enough time for anything any longer. We rush from one 
task to another and while we rush the execution of our tasks as well, we 
keep thinking how we have no time for it. We break up our time into a large 
number of small obligations, necessities, and pleasures of course, and 
thus, we spend the most valuable resource in our existence on a myriad 
of small portions, which taken by themselves leave us with a feeling that 
we have spent our time efficiently, but when we link them all together, they 
make up a time span filled with an enormous number of little nothings.
That merciless wasting of our time on a myriad of small nothings is most 
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obvious in the digital media.

The electronic format/screen has created a model of perception of 
contents that is much faster than the printed format. The social networks 
of today have drastically reduced the time dedicated to the reception of 
certain contents (media content, information, artistic content, etc.), and 
consequently, it has also reduced our attention span. A research from 
July 2022 has revealed that the users of the most popular social network 
Facebook on computers spent 2.5 seconds per content on average, 
while those using Facebook on their smartphones spent 1.7 seconds per 
content on average. The average attention span of the users of the second 
most popular network YouTube is 8 seconds long, similar to the average 
attention span of the users of Instagram. The average length of the videos 
posted on one of the fastest growing social network TikTok is about 15 
seconds. This company published a research recently that revealed that 
a third of the users of this network watch the videos at double speed. 
TikTok quoted an “angry” user of this medium who said that he was not 
doubling the speed because he had no time, but because he simply “could 
not focus”. We should add that this type of “interaction” with the content 
varies in different age groups, and younger users invested the least time in 
receiving the content.

As far as textual content is concerned, a research of the texts published 
on web pages indicated that, when no visual content was used to improve 
the engagement of the viewer, most people read only 28% of the text as 
it appeared on the web page, and people mainly managed to read about 
20% of the entire text.

When we go through the available data, the first question that springs to 
mind is: what can be done to have a reception time of electronic content 
that is longer than 1.7, 8, or 15 seconds? Even more important question than 
this is: is it possible to have a good quality reception of any content if the 
time dedicated to it is 1.7, or 15 seconds? And finally, the most important 
in this series of questions: what kind of content can be received if it is 
formatted to last only 1.7, or 15 seconds? Can we talk about any reception of 
content at all or is that just consumption? Is the content that is formatted 
especially for the short attention span of the modern social network user 
illuminating or critical of the social, cultural and political processes around 
us that shape our lives? Are these formatted contents thought provoking 
or they just model our personal and public opinion by triggering the most 
basic emotional reactions, and feeding stereotypes, personal beliefs and 
prejudices?

To extend the attention span needed for the offered contents and to 
reduce the speed of the reception of the contents is of key importance if 
we want to create a dynamic, reliable and critical attitude to any content. 
Slowness, patience, dedication, better attention span are preconditions for 
thoughtfulness and they can all work like small defenses against fast news 
(fast news affect humans just like fast food, the only difference being that 
fast food damages human organisms, while fast news damages human 
spirits), tabloid headlines and information packed in 1.7, or 15 second slots, 
reducing the humans to homo consumericus.

This deconstruction of the commercialization mechanisms (whether they 
sell us a pop-star lifestyle, a political brand or a simplified overview of the 
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social processes) is a struggle that aims to create a man of slowness,  
a man that is not going to consider the issues related to democracy, critical 
re-evaluation, justice, freedom… in the rhythm and timespan of a single 
scroll down the screen.
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The city is a structural chronicle of the emotionality, a chronicle that 
changes over time slowly enough so that it can be seen as practically 
unchanging at any given stage of a human life. Various architectural styles 
and interior designs are introduced into the urban make-up of the city both 
as a reflection and a living manifestation of the collective (un)conscious 
of its inhabitants. We can see it, hear it, and feel it as we walk or drive 
along the city, perceiving and observing all those innumerable images 
of interspaces – the undefined and evanescent spaces and interstices 
that appear when clearly defined spaces meet and mix with one another 
– images that we perceive simultaneously appearing and disappearing, 
as layers of visual and sonic structures that constantly arouse various 
experiences that are the living connection with our environment. 

Being a complex hub, in both material and non-material sense, the city 
reminds us that the answers to the questions about what we call society, 
state, social order and system are indeed simple, but not unambiguous or 
self-evident – we need to “immerse ourselves” in spatial abstractions, as 
well as in the utterly real-life situations that the city generates so that we can 
make them out and understand its environmental-situational vernacular 
(which is untranslatable into a blabbering narrative of the mass media).

Streets, squares, parks, and crossroads are the backdrop to many different 
situations (either revealing or hiding them), in which we have unique 
opportunities, if we are open to it, to see and perceive ourselves in the 
multitude (literally or fictitiously), to experience/ponder on the connections 
between the individual and the common, and at the same time to see what 
power lies in our hands. Being part of the patchwork of the city, we always 
contribute to its character, by getting ourselves involved in the existing 
interpersonal fluxes (or keeping ourselves out of them) and by establishing 
various new forms of togetherness.

Located on left bank of the river Sava, just opposite of the Ušće shopping 
mall in New Belgrade, down by the Branko’s Bridge, is the neighbourhood 
called the Old Fairground (Staro Sajmište). During the occupation in the 
World War II, that landmark commercial site became a detention centre 
for getting rid of individuals who deemed unfitting according to German 
imperialist standards and methods. The occupying forces (with the 
help of local collaborators) turned this area, which previously served for 
international industrial and technological fairs, into a concentration camp. 
Changing the purpose of this fairground had a symbolic meaning which 
was equally jaw-dropping and sinister. Detainees, that is, those who were 
not killed on the spot, were sent by the camp managers to a number of 
locations in the vicinities where mass killings took place – namely, to the 
execution grounds in Jajinci, Jabuka, Bežanijska Kosa and Ostrovačka Ada 
– then to various German death camps and Jasenovac, the most notorious 
collaborationist concentration camp in the Balkans. We are talking here 
about tens of thousands of people who were killed there, aware that any 
such counting, more than anything else, speak about the heinousness 
of the perpetrators and the fact that they managed to reduce the lives, 
personalities and bodies to figures and reference numbers, and to improve 
to perfection the way people are managed (which is nowadays carried out 
primarily by means of administration).

On the other side of the river Sava – which, lest we forget, once carried 
the dead bodies of those slaughtered at the Jasenovac concentration 
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camp, while the corpses of those killed by the Hungarian occupying 
forces floated down the Danube – lies the Savamala neighbourhood, 
where Galerija shopping centre has sprung up within the presently fast-
growing Belgrade Waterfront estate complex. So, the Old Fairground area 
is a locality where we can feel huge contrasts and a certain dissonance 
between that important memorial toponym and the two centres dedicated 
to shopping and entertainment, which apparently exemplify the very 
essence of the present-day social system, but in reality, they mask its 
dehumanizing dimension. In the middle of that contrast, when we are on 
this location – when we go to the monument or the remains of concrete 
columns that stood at the entrance to the camp and expose ourselves to 
the elements, sun, wind and rain, and the ever-present sounds of the city 
– we can suspect and feel the contradiction of what we now tend to call 
democracy.

When we go there, stepping out of the pace of everyday life (we often 
believe that we must stay in sync with it), we find ourselves in a zone out 
of time, a realm of fiction which – even though its factual background 
is rather intriguing – is essentially not descriptive, but contemplative. 
It emerges only through personal engagement, only as a result of the 
fact that we put ourselves in an interspace (meta-space) that arises on 
an intersection of quite disparate (but not heterogeneous) phenomena 
such as the concentration camp and the shopping centre. Only then can 
we leave behind the city as machine for work and abide, and step inside 
its space of intimacy that is always present within us, which is part of us 
just as we are part of it. Only then, when we disconnect from reality in 
order to consciously enter it, when we step into a parallel but equally real 
dimension, we will understand or remember where we actually are, in local 
and global perspective. Then we will be able to comprehend the banal 
connection between the monopolistic trading system and concentration 
camps, between colonization (which has always demanded human 
sacrifices) and limitations to freedom (enslavement), which is carried 
to extremes once again, this time as an attempt to impose sanitary and 
biotechnological dictatorship. We will be able to see our place in that 
context, not only rationally, but above all through sensory (psychosomatic) 
perception.

The key word is choice. In the shopping mall or online, we choose and 
pay for sneakers, movie we are going to watch and lunch we are going to 
eat. In the parliamentary elections, which are described as the bedrock 
of democracy, but in fact – ridiculously enough – they mark the beginning 
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and the end of it, giving us a chance, every four years, to choose among 
(pre-selected) persons and groups that are meant to represent us and our 
interests in the frameworks called the state and local self-management. 
Whereas in the first case, paying for the sneakers we, as consumers, 
are given the right to complain, in the latter, we remain to be merely a 
consumer who fills out an opinion poll by ticking one of the several options 
on offer. We choose sneakers, we choose some people who are meant 
to represent us and our interests in the bright future. In reality, we paid a 
certain amount of money for the goods we wanted and devoted our energy 
to endorsing an alienated and oppressive system of government which 
goes by the name of the rule of the people. However, there is a difference 
between making consumer choices and electing a representative of the 
people: wearing sneakers can be enjoyable.

Those sneakers were made by a hard-working army of Vietnamese 
proletarians, and lest we forget, Vietnam was once demolished by the 
United States of America. While I was leaving Belgrade for Ljubljana on 
April 24th, 1999, bombs were falling, dropped by the NATO pact, of which 
Slovenia is now a member. “Just a few years left for us,” we were singing 
to the lyrics of the song by the rock band Ekatarina Velika, and so it was. 
“There is no doubt anymore that the forces that drove us out of our homes 
have been victorious globally,” Mira Furlan wrote two decades later in her 
book Love Me More Than Anything in the World.

Bombing is a frequent and important ingredient of colonization. All the way 
from the Vardar River (in Macedonia) to the Triglav mountain (in Slovenia), 
which is the area of former Yugoslavia, we can now go to shopping malls 
that look like two peas in a pod, where we can buy mostly carbon-copied 
goods of the monopolistic Western industry, usually manufactured in 
the supposedly poor (while very rich in resources) global Southeast (the 
term Southeast is relative and depends on what we usually mean by the 
West). Has the former Yugoslav area become “democratized” by the 
above mentioned bombing? Yes, it has, insofar as the model of party-list 
representation has been introduced in it. But party-list representation is 
just a way to ensure long-term nepotism, which is the groundwork for the 
so-called democratic model (“free” market), which is, at the epicentres of 
the empire, brazenly claimed to be the pinnacle and even the very end of 
the development of human society. The so-called rule of law is a simple 
invention that clumsily conceals the nepotistic and corporatist essence of 
the social order that, once the elections are over, requires you to just come 
to terms with your fate and uncomplainingly fulfil the incessant succession 
of orders imposed by the (visible or hidden) ruling interest groups.

“There were only four dissentients, the three dogs and the cat, who was 
afterwards discovered to have voted on both sides.”

Looking on the bright side, this sentence Orwell wrote in the Animal 
Farm can be a hint that the only way to get out of the deadlock of the 
theatre of the absurd, which we call democracy, can be found when 
obedience is questioned and declined, when we somehow dare to break 
the rule of law (which is actually unsubstantial as long as such rules are 
standardized, codified, written and imposed from above). We must not 
forget that it was precisely the rule of law that enabled, legalized and 
financed concentration camps (including those that allegedly served 
“reformatory” purposes, such as the special prison on the Adriatic island 
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of Goli Otok) and mass killings. Isn’t it the rule of law in the European 
Union that enables increasingly radical violations of freedoms that until 
recently were constitutionally guaranteed (freedom of movement, right to 
refuse recommended medical treatment, etc.), as well as – to give another 
example – the ongoing mass hysteria aiming to ban everything of Russian 
origin (whatever such national denotation might meant) in a community 
that prides itself on its non-discriminatory character?

But rights that serve as rules and regulations, which is in fact an oxymoron, 
easily become farcical. For sure, rights can be seen as inalienable, but not 
within the framework of laws imposed by the state and the police order 
(as described by Jacques Rancière who saw it as part of the concept of 
submission required to preserve the class-based social order), but rather 
as something that is meant to protect the multifarious integrity of each 
and every individual living in a space shared with many other individuals, 
where politics is a matter of exchange and constant harmonization, free of 
the repressive hierarchy, that is, something completely different from the 
way we usually perceive politics today (that is, what is implied by this term). 
Because, as Spinoza observed, “a cat is not bound to live by the laws of the 
nature of a lion”.

A basic feature of what we call democracy is that it has very little to do with 
being aware of how important it is to be constantly engaged in the pursuit 
of the common good, which is why we coined the word activism, which 
is supposed to be a compensation for the actions that we personally fail 
to practice, because they are done (in our stead?) by those who we like 
to call activists. This lack of awareness of one’s own power creates the 
impression that there is a small number of activists and an equally small 
number of managers, while the multitude, that is, all the others, are just 
consumers in the theatre of the absurd, reduced to inarticulate (silent, 
invisible) masses subjected to a governance (of law).

Making oneself heard and visible, becoming engaged (showing one’s own 
initiative and being self-organized while allowing space to all the others 
and their needs and preferences), is what makes a difference which means 
politicization of life. Freedom arises from engagement as a political act 
which is free from policing.

Democracy is characterized by the permanent passivity of its subjects, 
while the so-called direct democracy is conditional on proactive attitude 
of its co-creators. When we talk about necro-capitalism (which is the 
current state of affairs of the social system in which death dominates 
over life, both in a paradigmatic and in a very concrete sense, in the 
sense of constant uncertainty and a multitude of existential threats and 
psychoses), what we actually talk about is the lack of active participation 
of (autonomous) individuals who readily tackle all questions relevant for 
the (local and, subsequently, wider) communities and collectives which 
they are part of (production, housing, artistic and others). When there is 
articulated resistance to corporate violence (such as the self-organized 
movement defending land and natural resources in Chiapas, Mexico), 
when local community is based on horizontal connections, there are very 
real and concrete forms and effects of active participation and popular 
investment in the common good.LE
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Biopolitical interventions made with the intention of surveillance, 
pacification and utilization of the population (reducing people to 
consumers) can only be carried out when there is enough passivized 
individuals in an alienated community, which is defined less and less as 
state, and more and more as global corporatist entity (and, hence,  
as radically commodified, speciesist, neo-colonial). Activist response  
to such passivity cannot be effective as long as activism itself is just 
another “-ism”.

However, it is not primarily a question of very responding to the challenges 
of biopolitics, but rather of activating certain mechanisms that affirm the 
collective while preserving the autonomy of each and every individual in 
their self-expression. It is not a matter of self-governance being necessary 
as a (state) ideology, but rather – let’s put it this way – as an organic 
practice, that is, a practice in which individual bodies deliberately take part 
in a way that enables communication and interexchange with other bodies, 
without needing to have any kind of legalistic framework.

Just as a body needs physical training, in like manner the bodies 
participating in a self-organized constellation need to engage in practices 
that imply trying out many different skills and abilities that are oftentimes 
systematically cancelled or eliminated from the normal daily routine (that 
is, normal on the condition that we accept it as such), or else sidelined so 
that they become an aspect of our lives generally considered to be pure 
entertainment, since we tend to forget that, in its essence, entertainment 
often involves a dimension of sociability which can provide a non-
hierarchical perspective (conditions).

The song kept us alive is the catch phrase in the Balkans, exemplifying 
the non-hierarchical structure of ritual practices that may or may not be 
connected (usually not) with some of the defined forms of art. What we 
mean by song is any form of poiesis (πoιησις) that reflects creativity which 
takes shape as bodily movement/dance, as well as singing, but also in the 
shape of associated activities that complement ritual practices, that is, 
any forms and ways of creating an atmosphere, space and environment 
in which such practices are performed. As a collective act, the song 
liberates or, more precisely, articulates what biopolitics fails to suppress: 
the freedom of creativity that can affirm the freedom to decide on one’s 
place in (any) situation, and the possibility to co-create a situation together 
with everyone else involved. The practices of joyful resistance that we 
occasionally see around the world, and in various types of actions and 
contexts of resistance, are based precisely on the power of the song (in 
the sense described above).

Due to the great galvanizing power of the song (as an embodiment of 
vitality, and evasion of constantly looming impacts of the hegemonic 
economy that destroys all forms of communality among equals), 
biopolitical measures entail banning public gatherings and celebrations. 
We also had the chance to experience first-hand this modern updated 
form of apartheid prohibition. But suppressing vitality in our democratic 
system inevitably backfires and, consequently, the system becomes 
damaged, and so it seeks to restore itself along the way, but sometimes it 
is to no avail. LE
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Aestheticization is the key mechanism that ensures smooth functioning 
of the system of the theatre of the absurd. Practically everything becomes 
aestheticized, and hence we sometimes see astonishing contrasts 
between the logic of saleability (of anything and everything), which largely 
relies on (wanna-be) alluring packaging – as pointed out by Wolfgang F. 
Haug in his Critique of Commodity Aesthetics, as well as Robert Kurtz in 
his book The World as Will and Design – and real human needs that usually 
have nothing to do with the all-pervasive torrent of advertising . 

Aestheticization is also very visible in advertising campaigns carried out 
for the requirements of party elections, when parties wrap their “political” 
offers in packages of audiovisual presentations which are marketed in 
the same way as the goods on supermarket shelves. Aestheticization 
manages to provide semblance of freedom in choices we make (of 
either goods or politicians). Namely, we know from experience that there 
are certain goods that are more in line with the way they appear on the 
packaging, while other goods are less so, and some not at all. 

The mirage effect, which is inevitably caused by the packaging, 
guarantees (or at least increases) sales, and hence provides profit for 
the seller. In order to make this form of profit-seeking more effective, it is 
always required to exert some degree of repression that is compatible with 
the corporatist model, and is, in fact, integral part of it. However, there is a 
difference between the dominant sales model and the micro-retailing as 
the form of exchange of goods, which is nowadays subjected to constant 
corporate-state pressure all over the world, as evidenced, for instance, by 
recent protests of green market vendors in Belgrade.

The theatre of the absurd is made possible thanks to a peculiar hybrid 
mixture of repression and an apparent freedom of choice. Both of these 
components are garnished and embellished so that their true look often 
remain invisible at first glance.

Being aware of all-pervasive aestheticization means becoming aware 
of the fact that there are other possibilities to organize our living which are 
free from the impact of the panopticon.

Just as the semblance of freedom of choice reinforces the theatre of the 
absurd, in like manner each decision we make when choosing certain less-
trodden paths, possibilities, and modes of existence may lead us to an exit, 
or even a number of exits, from this theatre. It is certainly possible to make 
choices with the awareness of the quality of the things we choose, while 
their aesthetic property itself is neutral, whereas the question of the effect 
of aestheticization always comes down to the question of authenticity of 
the correlation between the outer and the inner side of a given thing or 
person in that choosing act. 

Aestheticization serves to seduce, to conquer, to win favour and to forge 
alliances, and it is always questionable what is the purpose of an alliance, 
whether it serves a utilitarian or non-utilitarian (“non-instrumental”) 
purpose. Seduction is what goes on when eros enters the play, either in the 
shape of love with its potential or its (pathological) twisted form (as is the 
case of self-styled representatives who require to be loved by masses, or 
the case of corporate marketing that automatically erases any unbefitting 
background of advertised products and services). Seen through the lens 
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of choosing acts, which are biologically/existentially very important (we 
are making choices and decisions basically all the time), we may become 
aware of the significance of love as a phenomenon. And in its essence, 
love is unconditionality, because it is possible only when it is free from any 
utilitarian rule.

From the perspective of unconditional love, what we generally call 
democracy is limiting, at the very least, because it is based on countless 
classifications, systematizations and barriers (those quite real and 
physical, such as the Chinese and Berlin Walls in the past, and now the 
Israeli West Bank Wall in Palestine, the U.S. Wall on border with Mexico, 
and barbed-wire fences along the south-eastern borders of the EU, as 
well as the systems for electronic identification for people and non-human 
animals that encroach on the freedom of movement – just think of the fact 
that in most parts of the world visas and other permits are still required to 
go/be there). 

From the perspective of unconditional love, freedom is possible instantly, 
right here and right now.

On the assumption that freedom is always primarily a matter of individual 
freedom, it follows, as a necessary consequence, that in any community 
freedom must be multitudinous. This means, first of all, that an individual 
who thinks and acts as a slave cannot create conditions for freedom, nor 
contribute to a free environment in their community; only when individual 
liberation is attained (which is always achieved regardless of external 
conditions), it becomes possible to form networks of free individuals (non-
hierarchical communities, social arrangements).

The question of freedom is not a difficult one. It is required to make an 
effort to get out of the comfort zone in which we are usually just a tiny 
part of the lifeless mechanism that we call democracy. Leaving this 
comfortable state of immersion means taking full responsibility for one’s 
own life, right here and right now, which means getting rid of the need to 
have someone to represent us. It is also a challenge for us to invent and to 
revive the ways of connecting ourselves which are not based on alienated 
top-down governance. Exiting the representative logics (the believing that 
someone else would take care of our well-being) is a necessary step in the 
process of self-empowerment.

To leave the theatre of the absurd means to stop being in the audience. To 
stop being an actor who was assigned a role at an audition and who goes 
on playing that role forever, subject to screenplay and production. To allow 
one’s own body to freely speak aloud just when it is supposedly not the 
right time to say something aloud, without conforming to any presupposed 
canonical rules and norms. To stop being an observer and become a 
free agent, a performer, someone who lives their life authentically and 
autonomously, which always means full of joy, freeing themselves from the 
dominant narrative, breaking the rules.

Freedom implies that ruling necessarily comes down to self-control 
(self-mastery) because all other forms, including the “rule of the demos”, 
are exclusionist; such description aestheticizes the understanding of 
humanity by reducing it to the question of management (trivializing 
individuals by presenting them as so-called human resources), whereby 
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it justifies parliamentarism as a form of administrative authoritarianism. 
Demos is made up of an audience that is in charge of nothing (except 
when it comes to their role to cast their votes in order to preserve the 
status quo), and only pays for their tickets (while they can) for the theatre of 
the absurd. Abandoning that conformation means redirecting our powers 
with the aim of empowering ourselves, in a network of free individuals, a 
network with no centre and no master.
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We see rivers as endless flows of freedom although they do not change 
their paths for centuries. In actual fact, they are free only when they burst 
their banks and flood, leaving wreckage in their wake. Does freedom 
generate unrest or is it born from the seed of unrest itself? History 
can corroborate all the peaceful and destructive struggles of and for 
freedom. We understand peace as a non-war-state, freedom as a non-
canonized state, regardless of the fact that both categories – “peace” 
and “freedom” are fundamental. In some Slavic languages the word for 
“peace” is synonymous with the word for “world” and the coinage “all-
peace” is synonymous with the universe. Freedom is above all an act of 
transformation, not an act of replacement. A prisoner cannot be freed if we 
just throw the key to him between the bars. He needs to prepare himself 
for that freedom. Brodsky said that most of the unsuccessful revolutions 
were in fact a form of “self-conformism”, or the easiest way for men to 
declare themselves good before going to bed. The true liberations actually 
happen from within, as an act of initiation that precedes the external act. 
All essential metamorphoses happen in secret – the monks in their cells 
of solitude and quietude seem to emerge from their cocoons in the same, 
but now different world, and even the all-mighty savior of pop-culture, 
Superman, always looks for an empty telephone booth or a dark corridor 
in an unfinished building before his mythological, and even religious, 
transformation from a victim into a savior.

It is worth debating whether these transformations in the quest for 
freedom can be qualified as forms of static escape and how much any 
escape is an echo of the cry for freedom. At present, we are nomads of 
fear. The perspective of escape has changed – to stay at home is the 
modern exile, the dynamics of the collective existence. The danger that 
viruses pose is measured with the horizon of their mutations, and it is 
their urge that pushes them to survive through spaces and bodies. On the 
contrary, after every forceful transformation of their habits and beliefs, 
humans expect to go back to the old. Like the migrant worker who builds 
a three-storey house in his native village in which he will never return. 
Religious conversions had saved many from death during the horrors 
of the wars and the holocaust. In Macedonian traditional poems and 
stories, when changing their shape and transforming, the characters 
are actually self-sacrificing on the road to the source, to home. This is 
brilliantly illustrated by Silyan the Stork’s initiation/return. It seems to me 
that the present-day belonging to the home exists as a counterpoint of 
the belonging of the home. We were taught to run out on the street in case 
of earthquakes. Territorial defense manuals told us to descend into the 
bunkers, those dungeons of salvation, in case of bombardments. Today we 
are getting used to our room being our street and our bunker, as well as 
our office and a corner for prayer – our permanent architecture of survival. 
I cannot call myself a true nomad, because I take something with me more 
frequently than leave something behind during my travels, including the 
dust on my shoes and the hundreds of never developed photographs. And 
yet, in the hotel rooms, when I depart, or in my literary residences, whether 
deliberately or accidentally, I leave a book or a stone, believing that 
someone might interpret it as a sign, not as burden dumping. Nomadism 
is a migration with no witnesses, similar to Thomas Bernhard’s moving 
to countries whose language he did not speak and leaving them when 
he started feeling the burden of the meaning of words. We search for 
the safety in this world where our language is just a sound that confronts 
us with the fears that have been left to us as our legacy. I think that my 
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running out of my home in my pyjamas and in my father’s oversize shoes 
was of greater and more essential importance for my understanding of 
my own yearnings than the journeys with fixed dates in the calendar that 
demanded from me to demonstrate my legitimate loyalty and obedience 
in order to be issued visas and certificates of no criminal record. What we 
can call nomadism today are the journeys that Google cannot archive, 
or the visits to places where the bank fails to register our presence. The 
urge to change the space we inhabit is generated from the seed of fear 
and curiosity. I discovered later that my journeys or escapes were just 
a continuation of the migrations of my ancestors, who had to go over 
mountains on foot to escape the turmoil of the Balkan Wars. It appears 
that I feel safer in the continuity of uncertainty than while constructing the 
castle of mythical belonging.

Fleeing from battle was to ugly reverse of the armed struggles for freedom, 
a counterpoint to the original escapes from under the guillotine of the 
inherited social codes. High above the escape, on the horizon of free will 
is the return that does not depend on the rootedness, but on the fear that 
the scars from the past will shape the face of what is yet to come. I grew 
up in a city where the seasons of the year were of infinite importance and 
were welcomed with mythical rituality that Eliade would have described 
as “eternal return”. The desire to return is older than the desire to depart. 
Kavafis returned to Alexandria several times, expecting to see the same 
city despite the fact that neither he, nor the city was the same anymore. 
Orhan Pamuk imagined himself an old man roaming the familiar streets 
of the aging city, a lonely local man, fully aware of his provinciality, turning 
his knowledge into wisdom. My grandmother poured a glass of water after 
me every time I left the house to travel somewhere so that my journey 
would be as easy-flowing as a river, and she gave me a glass of water to 
drink when I returned, as though my returning was an act in which I had 
ingested the world. The director of Beyond the Hills, Cristian Mungiu said 
on the following: “We accumulate in order to make all our departures 
difficult, to make ourselves tired of the migrant realities of world history.” 
When someone dies, we say that he is leaving us, as though admitting 
that the one that is no longer with us is still travelling and we are the ones 
standing still, petrified by this fear of departure. My grandmother carefully 
preserved all our expired documents as some sort of accumulation of our 
identity, established together with our family’s survival through different 
conquering states; for years she kept the clothes in which she wanted to 
be dressed when buried, opening the wardrobe in front of us from time 
to time to remind us. Even I buried my toys when I was no longer curious 
in them, thinking about unborn children more than about those that were 
alive. All initial accumulations are related to the fear of disappearance, but 
later they transform into weapons of domination and into yearning for the 
return of the irretrievable. 

The world today lives its new locality and distances are measured in 
kilobytes instead of kilometers. What was considered pathological 
introverted personal characteristics and phobias of new and public 
spaces has now become an alphabet of presence. In the present-day 
introverted configuration of the world, Glenn Gould might not have given 
up performing live at the early age of thirty two, and Nick Drake might 
not have committed suicide so young, after having lived his life in fear of 
the sharp and strict gaze of the media. And yet, there is a vast distance 
between this solitude as a collective decision and the seclusion chosen 
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as freedom due to a personal impulse for re-examination. Hundreds of 
years ago, nostalgia was deemed a disease in Europe and the people with 
restless urges to return home were treated with opium, leeches or a long 
stay in the mountains. On the other hand, there was also drapetomania, 
that is to say the “illness” that slaves suffered from when they could not 
stop trying to flee from captivity, from the cotton fields they were tilling 
every day, desiring to escape the forced confinement to the same space. 
And of course, now is the right moment to use the closed geographical 
and political borders to broaden our spirits as opposed to the fragility 
of our bodies. This awareness of our vulnerability might help us develop 
awareness of the vulnerability of nature, into which, depending on the 
nature of our own spirit, we would be able to nestle, either as cells, or 
as viruses. Only when we become parents, we realize how many sharp 
objects we have inside our homes. Both pain and fragility are universal and 
they cannot be measured in fenced off square meters or judged by their 
endemic quality. I am a descendant of refugees and placelessness has 
been one of the permanent features in my life, passed from one generation 
to the next. My ancestors often talked about their deserted home and 
about freedom, and in their memories that home had already lost its 
spatial and architectural dimensions, functioning only as a refuge for the 
unreachable freedom.

How much freedom is there in the limited spaces to which we are getting 
used almost imperceptibly, like tired Alpinists falling asleep in the 
claws of the murderous snow after they have conquered the summit? 
Claustrophobia is not only a space with limited dimensions, but also a 
result of a broadened spirit. It is only when one feels a desire to broaden 
their research field of existence and freedom that one also feels the 
rough surface of the surrounding walls. The historical reality of the area 
has turned us all into brothers and sisters in the inherited claustrophobia, 
both linguistic and architectural. We are locked, as they say, but I tend 
to disagree, inside a “small language”, and our balconies are smaller 
than circus cages, not unlike the wagons on the emigrant trails. My 
imprisonment in the city I used to perceive like an echo of safety, like 
belonging to a familiar space, through which you can walk with your eyes 
closed, because you knew from behind which building the planets rose.  
In that city I lived with a feeling that the key to the gate was in my pocket 
like a safe alternative, or like a swimming pool next to a stormy sea.

Not having a home means to feel the harshness of the winds when 
standing in front of the hearth on one hand, and to feel the light of the 
hearth fire when far away from home on the other. Both these states are 
immanent to what we call loneliness and it is possibly the harshest self-
punishment in the shape of limitless freedom. Several years ago, before 
the pandemics, I wrote that the difference between the imposed solitude 
and the one that was deliberately cultivated was most evident in the 
luxurious restaurants that line the streets and alleys of the glimmering 
cities. I had in mind the modern illness of networking – of eating alone, 
as Baudrillard put it. Although the guests always keep the chair on the 
opposite side of the table in a hope that someone will sit on it before 
they call the waiter. Those that relate solitude and death seem to always 
express a wish on their deathbed to be buried in the same grave with 
someone else, or to become part of the entire world by having their ashes 
thrown in the wind. The architecture of solitude is airy and mysterious, 
like a house whose plan is buried in the foundations. A question that our 
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present raises is whether solitude can be a planetary state and if it is, in 
which spaces we can be alone outside our common solitude? There is 
an essential difference whether we write about solitude in any part of the 
world or whether we write alone about any world of the human being. If 
solitude is the “impossibility to be with others” at least for a moment – then 
it is a call and a source for a different and secret dialogue with the world 
and with freedom, outside the temporal framework.

Can freedom be examined as a changeable shape of primordial love 
towards the world and its beginning and end? The power of love is the 
greatest adversary of love for power. It refuses to be archived, covered 
with dust, like a mummy that disintegrates under sunlight. And of course, 
the great questions can easily transform into deafening rhetoric, like the 
question whether love exists like endless fear of death or like archetypal 
preparedness for transience and death. This is love understood as 
Penelope’s waiting, or the archetypal waiting, for the one who might not 
come back, this is love as a ritual execution of the calendar time within 
oneself. According to Barthes, the fatal identity of those who love is the 
act of waiting, and during this wait they ask themselves: “Am I in love? Yes, 
I am, because I am waiting.” The others never wait. The axis of waiting is 
dislocated when there is disease and war, because, instead of the loved 
one, we can only wait for love – towards nature, towards invisibility, towards 
humaneness, buried in the sand of the hourglass, unturned by anyone. In 
war, death is the lover, not the horror. My father talked about the years he 
spent in the army more than about the years he spent with himself and with 
his loves. Each one of his words was wearing the uniform of the shared 
pain, in each of his thoughtful moments I could see the tattoos of fear. 
Can we ask, like children, can we rise to the sky if bombs come from there 
too? In War, Zbigniew Herbert said: “No one will fly to the sky. The earth 
attracts the bodies and lead down to itself.” There is no greater defeat for 
peace than a dead bird in one’s palm, than a bird squatting next to a dead 
soldier’s body, or on the roofs that protect us from the sky, but not from the 
bombs of denied freedom. From that vulnerable free fall of freedom.
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